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FOREWORD
This report describes the results of a study of external fuel vaporization
for use in advanced gas turbine engines. The effort was conducted at the
united Technologies Research Center under sponsorship of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center. The NASA Program Manager was
C. E. Baker and the UTRC Principal Investigator was E. J. Szetela. Many consul-
tants participated in this program; in particular, the authors wish to thank
II. M. Craig, W. M. Brown, E. F. Cole, D. R. Weisel, C. J. Sturgess, W. B. Wagner,
J. M. Tringali, and D. Sadowski of PWA/CPD, J. A. Saintshury and P. J. Brine of
PWA of Canada, Ltd., and R. Conrad of Parker Hannifin Corp.
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External Fusl Vaporization Study
SUMMARY
A conceptual design study was conducted to devise and evaluate techniques
for the external vaporization of fuel for use in an aircraft gas turbine with
characteristics similar to the Energy Efficient Engine (E 3). In the study, three
vaporizer concepts were selected and they were analyzed from the standpoint of fuel
thermal stability, integration of the vaporizer system into the aircraft engine,
engine and vaporizer dynamic response, startup and altitude restart, engine perfor-
mance, control requirements, safety, and maintenance.
Three vaporization schemes were investigated. In Scheme 1 a small amount of
engine fuel is burned with compressor bleed air in an auxiliary liquid-fueled burner
to create hot gas for use on the hot side of a heat exchanger. The fuel is heated
as a liquid at high pressure and vaporization is accomplished by flashing across a
throttle. In Scheme 2, heat for fuel vaporization is derived from turbine cooling
air and the combustor walls. In Scheme 3, an auxiliary burner is used to create a
hot gas into which the engine fuel is injected, vaporized, and mixed with the hot gas
to produce a very fuel-rich mixture having an equivalence ratio of approximately 10.
The results of the study indicate that Schemes 1 and 2 would offer improvements
in performance relative to the baseline E3 engine; that is, with a fixed engine core
size, reductions in specific fuel consumption of nearly one percent, increases in
thrust of up to 10 percent, and increases in thrust/weight ratio of over 3 percent
were predicted. The use of Scheme 3 would result in a small decrease in engine
performance. The use of Schemes 1 or 2 would pose a maintenance problem because of
deposits of pyrolysis products on vaporizer internal surfaces. It was calculated
that the deposits would have to be removed every 100 hours of operation. Schemes 1
and 3 have auxiliary burners which can be used for ground startup and altitude re-
light. Fuel vaporization in Scheme 2 on startup can only be accomplished if
special components are added for that purpose. The response of Schemes 1 and 3 to
demands for power changes is predicted to be reasonably rapid, while the transient
response of Scheme 2 appears to be unacceptable. Although the weight of the compo-
nents in Scheme 1 is predicted to be greater than Scheme 3, and maintenance of Scheme
1 would be more costly because of deposit formation, the current need for reduced
fuel consumption and the potential of Scheme 1 to provide substantial improvements
in engine performance weighed heavily in the selection of Scheme 1 for detailed study
in this program.
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INTRODUCTION
i
	
	
Lean premixed/prevaporized (LPP) combustion is a technique for reducing
flame temperature and luminosity, thus providing the potential for improving
Al
	
	
combustor durability, reducing the airflow required for combustor wall coolin?.
and reducing NOx emissions. Catalytic combustion promises the same benefits
along with the potential of greater combustor stability and additional emissions
reductions. A particular problem with LPP or catalytic combustion is the fuel
prevaporization requirement. Premixing ducts must be sufficiently long to permit
droplet vaporization to occur and at the high pressures and temperatures tat
exist in high performance engines like the NASA Energy Efficient Engine (E ),
Pk the use of excessively long passages may result in autoignition upstream of th%
flame stabilizer. A potential solution is to provide a fuel vaporizer which :Ls
external to the premixing duct. Thus, premixing ducts need only be long enoug
to achieve the desired fuel distribution. Heat for the fuel vaporization process
can be taken from the combustor inlet air, from the hot products of combustion or
from the heat released in a special burner which is fed by a small quantity of
engine fuel. The fuel vaporizer can be located outside of the combustor case,
or it can be made an integral part of the combustor itself. In any case, an
attractive feature of an external vaporizer is that it decouples the fuel vapor-
ization process from the mixing process and permits the use of shorter premixinb
passages to reduce the problem of autoignition.
A major factor entering the consideration of fuel vaporization is the propen-
sity for solid deposit formation on hot walls in the presence of hydrocarbon fuels.
Deposit formation with Jet-A is common above 500 K whereas fuel must be heated
to 680 K at some conditions to assure complete vaporization. Deposit formation,
deposit removal, and approaches for operating without deposits must all be care-
fully evaluated in an investigation of external fuel vaporization.
The objective of this study was to select several external vaporizer concepts
and conduct a feasibility study using these concepts. The study dealt with problems
associated with the thermal stability of the fuel as well as with problems
associated with the integration of the entire vaporizer system in the aircraft
engine. The results of the study were used to evaluate the potential of external
fuel vaporization as applied to LPP or catalytic combustion systems, to identify
areas where design data are meager or lacking, and to identify promising
directions for future effort.
EXTERNAL FUEL VAPORIZER SCHEMES
During the program, an evaluation was made of three separate concepts, which
encompassed basic approaches and alternatives as follows:
Basic Approach
Hardware	 All major components
separate from the
engine
Fluid State	 Two-phase flow in the
heat exchanger
Deposit	 Heat exchanger requires
frequent cleaning
Alternative
Some components integral
with engine components
Single-phase flow in
the heat exchanger
followed by flash
vaporization
Potential for vaporiza-
tion without deposits
The three concepts which were designated Schemes 1, 2 and 3 were devised,
investigated, and evaluated during a major portion of the program. The three
schemes are represented by the schematic diagrams in Fig. 1. During the evaluation,
they were compared in several categories including engine performance, weight, com-
plexity, engine startup, dynamic response during power changes, and maintenance.
One scheme was selected for further refinement during the completion of Phase 1
of the program.
The operation of the three schemes will be described in this section together
with a brief description of the components and their functions; operating details
will be discussed in a later section. The governing premise considered in the design
of the hardware is a 100% vaporization of the fuel at the injector inlet because a
two-phase fluid at that location could result in phase separation, injector streaking,
and hence deterioration of the performance of the main combustor.
Tnermodynamics Processes
The fuel vaporization process in a high pressure ratio engine varies with the
engine power setting and the selected process (flash vaporization or two-phase
heating). The process is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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If the fuel injector pressure is Pl, it is necessary to reach the junction of the
vapor curve and the constant pressure line P 1 in Fig. 2. This can be accomplished
by following path A, which represents two-phase heating, or path B, which represents
flash vaporization. Along path A, the fuel is heated first as a liquid until its
temperature reaches the bubble point (BP), and then as a two-phase mixture until
its temperature reaches the dew point (DP). Along path B, the fuel is heated as
a liquid to the junction made by the liquid line and a horizontal line passing through
the dew point. This junction defines the required fuel pressure, P 2 , and tempera-
ture for flash vaporization. t.fter heating, the fuel is passed through a throttling
orifice. Throttling with adiabatic conditions is a constant enthalpy process which
results in conditions corresponding to point a downstream of the throttle. The
pressure drop across the throttle is (P2-PI) and the temperature drop is (T2-T1).
The example cited is somewhat idealized because the process requires a precise
control of conditions at point b. For instance, if the upstream throttle pressure is
P2 and the temperature is between T2 and T 3 , the fuel is in a mixed phase, L condi-
tion which is to be avoided by the selection of the flash vaporization process. The
two phase state can be avoided throughout the fuel vaporization system by meeting
two simple conditions. The fuel will always be a liquid in the heat exchanger if
the pressure upstream of the throttle is main s `ned at Pc (critical pressure) or
greater. An exception to this statement is rec:ograde condensation, a condition
described in Ref. 1 which is peculiar to liquid mixtures. Retrograde condensation
can be avoided by raising the pressure slightly above Pc . Having met that condi-
tion, it is then only necessary to heat the fuel to a temperature T 2 or greater
for complete vapor to be specified by thermodynamic equilibrium in the fuel mani-
fold. The special condition where P 2 is equal to or greater than P c requires that
T2 is equal to or greater than Tc.
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If the fuel injector pressure is equal to or greater than Pc . there is no phase
distinction between the liquid and vapor in the fuel even if the fuel temperature
is less than Tc (see Fig. 2). However, the treatment of phase behavior in the vicin-
ity of critical points given in Ref. 1 indicates that a phase distinction does occur
in the presence of a non-condensible gas such as air when the fuel temperature is
less than Tc . To eliminate the phase distinction in air, it is necessary to heat
the fuel to its critical temperature T
	 Because the pressure in the combustor
could be above the critical pressure Xthe fuel at the engine Sea- vel Take-Off
condition (SLTO), which is the external vaporizer design point, the vaporization
system was designed to heat the fuel to its critical temperature.
Scheme 1
The vaporization system in Scheme 1 uses a heat exchanger and throttle
(Fig. 1). The fuel is in its liquid phase in the heat exchanger where it is heated
to a temperature above its dew point. Upon throttling, it is flashed to its vapor
state at its dew point. At some conditions, the pressure of the fuel is considerably
above its critical pressure because even the burner pressure is above the critical
pressure of the fuel. At those conditions, the fuel is heated to its critical
temperature and the throttle is kept in a wide-open position.
The heat source in the heat exchanger consists of the products of combustion
of a small amount of fuel (a maximum of 1.4 percent of the engine fuel flow), with
2.85 percent of the compressor airflow which is bled from the high pressure exit
of the compressor into an auxiliary burner. The hot gas flows in a direction
which is opposite to the direction of the fuel (counterflow) for maximum heat
exchanger performance. The hot side gas exit temperature is below the compressor
bleed temperature and it can be used for turbine cooling.
The main engine fuel control is located in the cold fuel stream where it is
minimally affected by the fuel vaporizer. Additional controls are needed as shown.
The throttle valve position is adjusted to obtain the proper inlet fuel pressure.
The auxiliary burner fuel flow is adjusted to assure that the combination of throttle
inlet temperature and throttle exit pressure produces fully vaporized fuel at the
fuel injector.
Scheme 2
The vaporizer in Scheme 2
by the fuel undergoing a phase
tary heat source and the compr,
sufficiently cooled to improve
fuel coatro1 functions exactly
controls are required for this
is the main engine combustor wall which is cooled
change (Fig. 1). A preheater is used as a supplemen-
essor bleed air on the hot side of the preheater is
its turbine cooling capabilit y . The main engine
as it does in a conventional engine and no other
scheme.
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Scheme 3
The fuel is vaporized in Scheme 3 by direct, rapid mixing with a hot gas which
consists of the products of combustion produced by an auxiliary burner (Fig. 1).
The overall equivalence ratio is maintained considerably above stoichiometric and
with proper design, the mixing is sufficiently rapid to promote vaporization.
Deposit formation can be minimized or avoided if the residence time in the mixer
is minimized. Justification for this premise is the work on partial oxidation of
rich mixtures described in Refs. 2 and 3 and the deposit-free vaporization of rich
fuel-air mixtures reported in Ref. 4.
Because compressor bleed air is returned to the upstream side of the main
combustor, a boost pump is needed to overcome the losses in the bleed flow control,
the intercooler, the auxiliary burner, and the mixer. The intercooler is used to
reduce the horsepower absorbed in the drive system of the boost pump.
6
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LITERATURE SURVEY
A literature survey was conducted as part of the program in order to obtain
the best available information regarding the properties of Jet-A fuel, including
thermodynamic and thermal stability data, and heat exchanger design principles
covering single phase and two-phase fluids. The literature survey was conducted
mainly by computerized retrieval from the files of the Lockheed DIALOG and the Dept.
of Energy RECON collections. The DIALOG files that were searched included NTIS,
Engineering Index, ISMEC (Institute of Mechanical Engineers), and Chemical Abstracts.
A number of bibliographies from documents and text books obtained through the retrieval
were also searched.
	
Additional searches were conducted in the published papers
of the International Heat Transfer Conference, Advances in Heat Transfer, and the
ASME Journal of Heat Transfer. Personal files of UTRC workers in the field of
fuel deposit formation were also reviewed. Approximately 3000 citations were
examined during the survey and about 150 were found to be informative.
The literature search produced typical properties of Jet-A such as the distil-
lation data and specific gravity. These properties were used in correlation
procedures that produced additional fuel properties needed in equations for heat
transfer and pressure drop. These equations, which were produced in the search,
covered various operational states as follows:
Flow conditions: laminar, transitional, turbulent
Fluid conditions: suberitical, supercritical
Fluid states: liquid, two-phase, vapor
Typical fuel deposit formation rate data at various; temperatures were obtained
from the literature search. Although velocity, wall material, and fluid state are
expected to influence deposit formation, insufficient data exist to quantify the
effects of those variables. Also obtained from the survey were air-side properties
for tubular heat exchangers, including data for finned tubes and plain tubes in
various tube sizes and with various axial and transverse tube spacing.
A summary of the literature survey is included as Appendix A.
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FUEL PROPERTIES
The fuel properties that were used in the vaporizer design calculation were
either obtained from published sources or calculated by standard procedures. A
list of the properties considered and the data source utilized for the various
analysts is contained in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Fl1EL PROPERTY USES AND SOURCES
Prolertx	 Use	 Reference
Distillation
	 Identify bubble point and dew point
	 5 & 6
and other property determinations
Enthalpy-Temp Diagram
	 Determine fuel heating requirements
	
8 & 9
Specific Gravity	 Pressure loss equation and
	 5 & 7
other property determinations
Viscosity	 Heat transfer and pressure loss
	 7 & 8
equations
Thermal Conductivity	 Heat transfer equations
	 7 & 8
Specific Heat	 Heat transfer and pressure lass
	 7 & 8
equations
This section contains a description of the methods used to obtain the fu_.l
properties together with curves showing, tale properties that were used in the
calculatsuns.
Distillation Data
1'hre0 dibt it lat ion procedures, ASl'M D86, '1BP ('Prue Boiling Point) and EFV
(i •:gtiilibritim Flash Vaporizat.i0n) are described III 	 9. 'They must be used with
. • are t^e1-atisl` none tit them fit the full boiling range in the external fuel
V.11)orirati01I process ill 	 the liquid is ill 	 with all of the vapor
produced ill 	 heat exchanger. ASTM D86 distillation is carried out with continuous
removal and condensation of vapor: because the vapor is removed from the system in
tills method, the tinal boiling point is tit' no value to the external fuel vaporiza-
tion problem. A 1'1111 (list i I lat Ion is performed with physical separati0n of it large
number of traction., and neither the initial nor the final boiling point are perti-
nent. A EFV distillation is done with liquid in equilibrium with vapor but the
initial boiling point is in error bvL%tuse it i:: nut measured tinti1 1-011~idera1)1e
8
vapor has been produced. A plausible approach to obtaining boiling point data
for the external fuel vaporization process is the use of ASTM D86 for the initial
boiling point, sometimes called the bubble point, and EFV for the final boiling
point, or dew point.
ASTM D86 distillation data obtained from Ref. 1 for Jet-A at one atmosphere
are shown in Fig. 3. The maximutn, average, and minimum temperature curves at one
atmosphere are representative of 30 samples of fuel. The average curve was con-
verted using procedures found in Ref. 6 to an EFV curve which is shown in Fig. 4.
Ref. 7 contains a procedure for extrapolating EFV curves obtained at one atmosphere
to higher pressures and this procedure was used to obtain the remainder of the
curves in Fig. 4. The procedure used to extrapolate the one atmosphere ASTM D86
curves higher pressures was formulated from the methods of Ref. 9.
The data points at the extreme left ends of the curves in Fig. 3 are con-
sidered to represent the bubble points of the fuel. (The bubble point, which is
usually referenced as a temperature, is also called the vapor pressure when reference
Is made to the pressure.) The data points at the extreme right ends of the curves
in Fig. 4 are considered to represent the dew points of the fuel. The bubble points
and dew points are shown in Fig. 5.
Enthalpy-Temperature Diagram
The boundary of the enthalpy-temperature diagram shown in Fib;. 6 is a cumpositc•
of vapor enthalpy and liquid enthalpy curves calculated by the procedures container!
in Ref. 7. The liquid enthalpy curve is in agreement with the data contained in
Ref. 8. the curves intersect at the critical point of 21.7 atm and 680 K which
was calculated by the methods of Ref. 7.
Two other sources were used to derive critical values. It was found that the
method of Ref. 10 gave a 1.5 atm higher pressure and a 6 K .lower temperature than
the method of Ref. 7 while the method of Reif. 11 gave, a 0.3 atli lower pressure and
an identical temperature. The constant pressure vaporization lines were constructed
by connecting with a straight line each bubble point on the lower ligLid line to
its corresponding dew point on the upper vapor line. These lines represent the
thermodynamic path for a constant pressure vaporization process. These '.ioes were
subdivided into fraction of vapor quality shown in Fig. 6 by it graphical process
in which the data of Fig. 4 and 5 are used to obtain the "true" curve in Fib.. 7.
The "true" curve of temperature vs. percent vaporized is ;irbiLrari lv a:«ur,,rd to
the yamv l;enural shape as the EFV curve and the bubble point (BP)is aresucL-d Le bt•
equal to the initial point of the AS'I'M D-86 curve
9
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The "true" curve is constructed by assuming that the temperature at each point
can be obtained by equating two ratios as shown below:
AT	
_	
Top - Tap	 (1)
&TEF V	 Top	 (Tj9p )EF V
Other Properties
All other properties were calculated using the procedures in Ref. 7.
Specific gravity curves for the fuel liquid and vapor are shown in Fig. 8. The
liquid specific gravity was found to be in close agreement with data in Ref. 5, 6,
and 8; however, comparative vapor data were not found. Viscosity data for liquid
and vapor are shown in Fig. 9. Liquid viscosity data shown here agree up to a
temperature of 475 K with data in Ref. 6 and 8. Above that temperature, only data
from Ref. 8 were available and the curve in Fig. 9 was higher by approximately 25
percent. Thermal conductivity variations for liquid and vapor are shown in Fig.
10. Since liquid data do not agree among Refs. 6, 7, and 8, the lowest values of
thermal conductivity were used in design calculations in order to make the results
conservative. The vapor curves are in agreement with data in Refs. 6 and 8.
Specific heat curves for the liquid and vapor are shown in Fig. 11. Liquid specific
heat data agree up to a temperature of 425 K with data in Ref. 8. Above that
temperature, the curve in Fig. 11 becomes progressively lower than the data in
14
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Ref. 8 until at 590 K it is 25 percent lower. The vapor curve agreed with the
data in Ref. 6 but it was 25 percent lower than the data in Ref. 8.
The specific heat of either liquid or vapor is represented by the slope of
the tangent to the curves of the Enthalpy-Temperature diagram in Fig. 6. Straight
lines were used to represent the vaporization process; therefore, a constant speci-
fic heat can be used in the product C  (TDp-T$p) to represent the energy added
to the fuel in the vaporization process. The use of specific heat to represent
enthalpy changes in the liquid, in the two-phase mixture, and in the vapor simpli-
fied the calculations, therefore, an effective specific heat was derived for vapori-
zation. The results are shown in Fig. 12.
Deposit Formation
Relationships between deposit formation rate and temperature were found in
data contained in Ref. 4 and they were used to derive the curve marked Standard in
Fig. 13 which was used in heat exchanger design. The rate values were converted
to thickness by assuming that the specific gravity of the depor 	 s unity and the
time between cleaning is 100 hours. The equivalent peak valL, e	 eposit thickness
is 0.02 cm. The monotonic and modified curves were used to improve convergence
in the iteration during transients as discussed in a later sect' - r` this report.
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HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN DATA
Heat transfer and pressure loss calculations require the use of correlating
equations or curves for the determination of heat transfer coefficients and fric-
tion factors for the two fluids at various conditions as follows:
Fuel: Liquid, supercritical
Liquid, subcritical
Two-phase
Vapor
Air:	 Gas
This section contains the equations and curves used in the calculation of heat
transfer coefficients and friction factors.
Fuel
It was found in the heat exchanger calculations that it was beneficial to
maintain turbulent flow wherever the fuel was a liquid. Therefore, only two
conditions were required for liquid fuel; turbulent supercritical (pressure above
the critical pressure) and turbulent subcritical. The heat transfer in supercritical
flow was calculated by the following equation which was found in Ref. 12.
Nu w = 0.003354 Rew 9s^ Prw'43S Pw o.3e	 (2)
Pe
The heat transfer in subcritical flow was calculated by the following equation
which was found in Ref. 8.
Nu 9 = 0. 0046 Re B0 927 pre 
.629
	 (3)
T'he friction factor for frictional pressure loss calculations was obtained from
the 6mooth-'ube curve oil 	 Moody charts (Ref. 13) with the following correc-
tion for non-isothermal tlow:
0 11
f = fSo µw	 (4)
µe )
In twu-Phase flew, tilt: method suggested in Ref. 14 was used to calculate
the Heat trails ter coetIicient. Two terms are employed, the first term describing
simple convection and the second describing the phase change. The equation is shown
below.
ht 0.023 Ke Ree ' B Pr 0.4 F +	 (5)
D
	
0.00681 KL O"9 OPL 0.1b PL C.49 9 .25	 Tw _ T	 0.24 P _ P	 .75 S8	 e	 B	 SAT	 SAT SATs
0.25	 0.290.24	 0.24
OL0	 /1LB	
H	 PV
F is a function of X which is defined as follows:
	
x2 - 
Re v 	 CL	 Pv	 1-x 2	 (6)
kRen	
CV	 PL	 x
where X is the quality of the vapor and m, n, C L , CV , and an additional constant
N are defined in Table 2.
Table 2
DEFINITION OF CONSTANTS IN EQ. (5)
Liquid Turbulent Laminar Turbulent Laminar
Vapor Turbulent Turbulent Laminar Laminar
m 0.25 0.25 1.0 1.0
n 0.25 1.0 0.25 1.0
CL 0.079 16 0.079 16
CV 0.079 0.079 16 16
N 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.0
S depends on F and Re L as shown in Fig. 14.
Two-phase flow pressure loss is the sum of momentum loss and friction loss
according to Ref. 15. Momentum loss can be calculated as follows:
(
OP	 = GT (I 	- X)2 + x2	 (7)
	
6z mom	 9 (1- a)pL apv
where
a= PV/3 1- x+ I "i (8)
	
PL	 x )
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Two-phase friction loss is related to single phase friction according to Ret. 14
as follows:
when
	 (g)
	
> 1	 AP a APL 
1+(L2/N N
X,
when
N	 (10)
	
X<	 LAP = APV I 1 +(Y)2/Ni
In these equations, _P h and IPV are calculated as if the liquid fraction or the
vapor fraction fills the entire flow space. The liquid friction factor was des-
cribed previousl y . For the vapor in two-phase flow or at 100° quality, the friction
factor is calculated by methods obtained from Ref. 16. Heat transfer coefficients
for the fuel vapor at 1001% quality were also obtained from the data in Ref. 16.
The air side heat transfer coefficients and friction factors were obtained
from Ref. 16 for the finned-tube and plain-tube geometries that were used in the
heat exchanger calculations. The characteristics of these geometries will be
described in a later section. The air properties used in these calculations were
obtained from tables contained in Ref. 17.
ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
The external fuel vaporization concepts were designed for the cycle and per-
formance parameter:; anticipated for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft version of the
Energy Efficient Engine (E 3), currently being developed under a contract with
NASA. The E3 is configured as a high bypass ratio (6.5:1) engine in the 190,000
Newton Thrust Class, with a pressure ratio of approximately 38:1 at the cruise
design point. Representative operating conditions for the E 3 at the design points
of the takeoff/landing cycle and for maximum rated cruise are consistent with
the conditions used in Ref. 18. They are listed in Table 3.
Table 3
REPRESENTATIVE OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR THE
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
Ground Max Sea-Level
Idle Approach Cruise Take-Off
Combustor Inlet Temperature (K) 473 621 754 810
Combustor Inlet Pressure (atm) 4.4 11.7 13.8 31.2
Air Flow Rate (kg/sec) 14.0 31.6 31.7 70.2
Combustor Exit Temperature (K) 815 1118 1533 1611
Combustor Exit Pressure (atm) 4.1 11.0 13.1 29.5
Fuel Flow Rate (kg/sec) 0.13 0.43 0.74 1.68
Overall Fuel-Air Ratio 0.009 0.0137 0.023 0.0240
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
Analytical procedures were required for the design of the auxiliary combustor
and main heat exchanger in Scheme 1, the preheater and vaporizing, fuel-cooled
combustor walls in Scheme 2, and the intercooler, auxiliary combustor, and mixer
in Scheme 3. It was found that a hand calculation was adequate for the design of
the auxiliary combustor using the curves containedin Ref. 18. For the mixer, a
UTRC computer program described in Appendix B supplied the required design data.
The heat exchangers presented a special problem because: the fuel was either a
supercritical fluid or a _kao-phase mixture; fuel deposits, which are a function
of wall temperature, often control the rate of heat transfer; and fuel properties
used in the heat transfer equations are strong function of bulk temperature, wall
temperature, and fuel pressure.
A computer program was devised for the design of the heat exchangers that were
included in the three schemes. The program was relatively simple in execution,
but complex in the input format and the manipulation of input parameters. An
iteration procedure was used to obtain the temperature distribution through the
heat exchanger. At times, the procedure failed to result in convergence. Problems
with convergence were usually associated with gradients such as the deposit forma-
tion rate (which will be discussed in a later section) or the variation in the hot-
to-cold temperature difference found in high-effectiveness cases.
Details of the calculation procedures are discussed in Appendix B.
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COMPONENT DESIGN
Preliminary calcul,­ ions indicated that SLTO is the design condition for all
components. The reason ies in the use of a portion of the engine airflow to heat
the engine fuel flow in all components. Although the air is used differently in
each scheme, the magnitude of the fuel flow relative to the air flow is a major
consideration, and the fuel-air ratio is highest at SLTO. All of the components
were designed at that condition and checked at the other conditions listed in
Table 3.
Scheme 1
As shown in Fig. 1, the main components of Scheme 1 are the heat exchanger
and the auxiliary burner. Other components include the throttle valve and the
associated piping for fuel and air distribution.
Heat Exchanger
To design the heat exchanger, three cores (tube arrangements) with the
characteristics shown in Table 4 were selected from Ref. 16.
Table 4
HEAT EXCHANGER CORE CHARACTERISTICS
Core No.
Tube dia., cm
Fin dia., cm
Heat transfer area/total volume, m2/m3
Fin spacing, cm
Free flow area/frontal area
1 2 3
1.64 0.965 0.965
2.85 2.34 None
269 535 211
0.363 0.291 None
0.449 0.524 0.200
The heat exchanger flow arrangement was cross-counterflow as shown in Fig. 15.
A large number of fuel passes was chosen to maintain a high fuel velocity in order
to produce a high fuel-side heat transfer coefficient. High fuel velocity can be
attained because the fuel is pumped as a liquid and fuel-side pressure loss in the
heat exchanger does not create a significant penalty.
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FIG. 15
CROSS-COUNTER FLOW ARRANGEMENT
FUEL
With each heat exchanger core, various combinat')ns of heat exchanger lergtb,
width, and depth were selected and the computer program was used to determine the
fuel exit temperature and air-side pressure loss. The inlet air temperature was
fixed at 1255 K which was found in preliminary calculations to represent a reasonable
compromise between obtaining a compact heat exchanger size and a need for high
temperature materials. The compressor bleed airflow was fixed at 2.85 percent
because it was found in preliminary calculations that, at the resulting outlet
temperature, the exit airflow is suitable for turbine cooling.
':Iic results of the heat exchanger calculations :,re shown in Figs. lt^ :;nO 1-i.
It 11 c:!. round that both Cores 1 and 2, which contain finned tubes, gave nearly iden-
tical. heat exchanger volumes. Plain tubes appear to be more favorable for this
application, partly because of the compactness of Core 3 (surface area/unit volume),
and partly because the tubes contain only prime surfaces as opposed to fins which
are secondary surfaces of less than 100 percent efficiency. The air-side pressure
drop for the core of the final design is one percent of the air pressure and the fuel-
side pressure drop is 12 atm. An exploded view of the heat exchanger is shown in
Fig. 13 and the overall dimensions are shown in Fig. 19. Tapered air manifolds
are used to produce uniform distribution of air across the 0.61 m span at the
inlet and exits ends of the heat exchanger. Fuel is transferred between passes
(tubes) by a connecting groove in a plate that covers the ends of the tubes.
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FUEL EXIT TEMPERATURE VS VOLUME
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SCHEME 1 HEAT EXCHANGER DIMENSIONS
FUEL
Auxiliary Burner
The auxiliary burner was designed by selecting conservative operating par:uneters
from Fig. 20 which is a smoothed version of the data found in Ref. 19. The flesign
parameters include a velocity of 22 m/sec, a volumetric space heating rate of
27 x 106 kcal/m-3 atm, and a dome height (combustor diameter) of 9.4 cm. The
combustor length was chosen to be 19 cm which includes a 20 percent safety factor
over the value determined from the design parameters. figure 21 shows the details
of the combustor including the fuel injector.
The fuel flow requirements of the auxiliary burner vary wit, the engine opera-
ting conditions as shown in Table 5.
The fuel flow range in the first four columns indicates that between SLTO and
Idle, the turndown rat—) is 3.2. If this was the entire operating range, it could
be achieved with a simplex (single orifice) pressure atomizer. However, the required
operating range in turndown ratio extends to 66 if the altitude relight tuel flaw
is included. The auxiliary burner must operate with good efficienc y at altitude
conditions to facilitate the supply of vaporized fue • 1 to the main engine combustor
at restart. "These operating conditions were discussed with an atomizer rm nufac-
turing representative who felt that a duplex (dual orifice) pressure , atomizer can
he used over the entire fuel flow range. Discussions were also held with combustor
design engineers of P66WA of Canada, Ltd., builders of small gas turbine•:, who
felt that an aerating atomizer can be used to cover the operating range of the
33
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Table 5
AUXILIARY BURNER OPERATING CONDITIONS
Altitude
SLTO
	
Cruise Approach Idle	 Relight
Inlet Pressure, atm	 31.1
Inlet Temperature, K	 810
Airflow, Kg/sec
	
2.00
Design Exit Temperature, K 1255
Corresponding F/A	 0.012
Corresponding Fuel Flow,	 0.0239
Kg/sec
13.8 11.7 4.4 0.24
754 621 473 251
0.92 0.90 0.41 0.013
1145 1145 1145 1255
0.011 0.014 0.018 0.028
0.0101 0.0125 0.0074 0.00036
burner. They also felt that a special pressure atomizer should be used for alti-
tude startup, and that the low fuel flow associated with that condition will cause
difficulties with the design of the special atomizer.
Valves and Piping
Additional components that require consideration include the main engine fuel
control, the throttle valve, and the inlet and exit pipes on the air and fuel
sides of the vaporizer.
En&ine_Fuel Control
In current aircraft engines, the fuel is maintained in a liquid state in the
fuel control. Fuel is metered in response to a change sensed in engine parameters
such as shaft speed. The schematic diagrams in Fig. 1 show the location of the fuel
control which assures that metered fuel is always in a liquid state. Additional
functions are added to the fuel control such as metering of the auxiliary burner
fuel flow which is controlled by vaporizer exit parameters and limited by the
auxiliary burner exit temperature. However, the added fuel control functions can
be provided with conventional approaches, particularly in cases of steady-state
or minor fuel flow changes. Major changes in operating conditions such as rapid
acceleration and deceleration will be discussed in a later section.
Throttle Valve
The throttle valve is a variable restriction which offers a negligible
resistance to flow when the compressor discharge: pressure is high enough to require
that the fuel pressure is above its critical value (21.8 atm). At lower values
of fuel pressure, the throttle restriction results in the pressure drop (11,-Pl)
that is needed along path B of rig. 2. It i.- expected that t he throttle valve
in the engine will have the fluid-flow characteristics of a ,tiarp-edged orifice
in order to have the pressure drop occur rapidly. A rapid pressure decrease is
needed to prevent the existence of any intermediate fluid states between liquid
36
and vapor. The equivalent of a tortuous passage such as exists in a needle valve
might contain a two-phase fluid which could produce vapor-lock phenomena and flow
instabilities.
At high engine fuel flow such as SLTO, the pressure in the fuel manifold is
at or above the critical pressure of the fuel; there can be no two-phase flow
in either the heat exchanger or the manifold and the throttle remains completely
open. At lower engine fuel flow where the manifold pressure is reduced below
the critical pressure of the fuel, a pressure drop is required across the throttle
valve and the throttle is partially closed. As the engine fuel flow (and manifold
pressure) is further reduced, the throttle valve pressure drop increases and the
throttle area decreases.
Although the valve is located in a region where deposits will form on the
walls along the fuel path, the throttle valve should not be impeded in its
function because it is not required to close tightly. The valve is not required
to seal internally, but it must seal the fuel from leaking externally over a
possible operating range of 490 to 940 K and at pressures to 35 atm.
More discussion of the operation of the throttle valve is contained in a
later section.
Fuel—and—Air—Piping
The air-side pipe size was selected to have an internal diameter of approxi-
mately 5 to 6 cm to assure that the overall air-side pressure loss conforms with
the 1ralue of 8 percent used in the engine performance calculations.
The vaporizer air manifold is semicircular and is tapered to produce uniform
flow within the heat exchanger. The overall air pressure loss is the sum of the
increments listed in Table 6.
Table 6
AIR PRESSURE LOSS (PERCENT)
Compressor Exit to Auxiliary Burner 	 0.8
Auxiliary Burner	 4.0
Vaporizer (including manifolds) 	 2.5
Vaporizer Exit to Turbine	 0.3
Total
	
7.6
The fuel-side heat exchanger pressure loss is 1.2 atm which is considered to
be acceptable from the standpoint of the fuel pump. The fuel system piping was
selected to assure uniform flow in the fuel injectors by making tile, pressure loss
in the fuel injectors the dominant fuel-side pressure loss. The fuel manifold
and the lines feeding; the injectors have a velocity head which is 0.1 times the
W
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velocity head in the injector ports. The fuel manifold has a 3 cm diameter at
the inlet and tapers to the diameter of the injector feed lines which are 0.5 cm
in diameter.
Engine Components
Consideration was given to the design requirements of the vaporized-fuel
injectors and the vaporized-fuel combustor in the engine because both components
have an impact on the vaporizer design. The fuel injector affects the throttle
exit pressure which determines the dew point of the fuel at any operating condition.
The combustor may have either single or multiple stages and the number of stages
affects the fuel distribution system.
The vaporized fuel injector is considered to be a closed hemispherical passage
with four drilled holes on its periphery. The fuel passage is surrounded by an
annular air passage which has a venturi shape as shown in Fig. 22 to suppress
flashback. It was assumed that if the combustor has a single stage, two circum-
ferential arrays having twenty injectors in each array would be used. A third
array was added for a dual stage combustor as shown in Fig. 23.
Calculations were made to determine port size as a function of injector
pressure drop and the results are listed in Table 7.
Table 7
INJECTOR PORT SIZE
Pressure Drop, %	 Hole Size, cm
1 0.160
10 0.094
20 0.079
50 0.063
Discussions with P&WA engineers revealed that the anticipated circumferential
variation of burner inlet total pressure is close to one percent and a portion of
this variation might be felt at the discharge of the injector. To assure uniform
fuel flow at the injector exit, the pressure drop should be at least 10 times the
variation in injector pressure. The corresponding injector size is 0.094 cm.
Deposit data obtained in the program described in Ref. 20 indicated that deposit
formation in the fuel ports should be much less than the maximum thickness of 0.02
cm anticipated in the heat exchanger; therefore, the selected port size might be
acceptable. An injector pressure drop of 10 percent was used to determine the
throttle exit pressure.
In a single stage combustor, it can be assumed that the equivalence ratio in
the combustion zone is maintained at a constant value and that the airflow into
the dilution zone is varied to obtain the required overall equivalence ratio at
38
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individual engine operating conditions. An alternative approach that does not
involve air flow variation and the implied variable area combustor hardware is the
use of staged combustion zones. In the two-stage combustor that was considered
in this program, the fuel flow schedule was manipulated to assure that the highest
equivalence ratio did not exceed the value selected on the basis of wall tempera-
ture considerations and that the lowest equivalence ratio was sufficient to
maintain high combustion efficiency. Two fuel flow schedules, as shown in Fig. 24,
were considered. The solid line is based on setting the maximum equivalence
ratio in the primary (continuous flow) stage and secondary (interrupted flow)
stage at 0.6 for the control of .ombustor wall heat transfer and the emission of
NOX . The lowest equivalence ratio can be made as high as possible if the minimum
value is the same for both stages. A value of 0.36 was found to satisfy the E3
engine operating conditions found in Table 3. The dashed line is based on
setting the maximum equivalence ratio in the secondary stage at 0.6 to control
wall heating and NOx
 emission at SLTO and allowing the higher value in the primary
stage at part power. 	 Pertinent conditions resulting from the use of these dif-
ferent fuel flow schedules are shown in Table 8.
Table 8
EQUIVALENCE RATIO IN STAG`:D COMBUSTOR
Schedule (Fig.	 24) 1	 (solid) (dashed) 3 (not shown)
Maximum in Primary 0.6 0.8 1.0
Maximum in Secondary 0.6 0.6 0.6
Minimum in Both Stages 0.36 0.42 0.46
Steady-State Operation
A schematic diagram of the component arrangement for operation with either
a single stage or dual stage combustor is shown in Fig. 25. Also shown are the
steady-state operating parameters for the four engine operating conditions which
include SLTO, cruise, approach, and idle. Transient operation and altitude relight
are discussed in later sections. In the dual stage combustion concept, it is
desirable to split the vaporizer into a dual stage unit, which can be a single
component, because the fuel must be metered as a liquid. If only one vaporizer
was used, it would be necessary to split the flow in a location where the fuel
is hot and apt to leave deposits. A split compressor bleed flow is allowed
because the air flow splitter is located on the downstream, or cool side, of the
vaporizers.
The first set of values in Fig. 25, labeled Compressor Discharge, were taken
directly from anticipated E 3 conditions in Table 3. The next set, labeled
Vaporizer Inlet, includes the air temperature which was selected for this study
on the basis of heat exchanger durability. The design value of 1255 h represents
the iaighest temperature where nickel-based alloys (such as ll,astcllov X), still
have a reasonable strength. The temperature was reduced to 1144 h at other con-
ditions to obtain a reasonable long-time creep strength. The off-deign temperatures
can be reduced further,if desired,because the assaamption of constant heat exchanger
inlet temperature produced a higher fuel temperature than required.
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The throttle inlet and exit conditions are shown in the data listed in Fig. 25
at the four engine conditions. The throttle inlet minimum pressure is the "idealized"
pressure called P2 in Fig. 2 (p.A) except for SLTO where it is equal to compressor
discharge pressure plus injector pressure drop. At other conditions, the minimum
pressure is equal to the critical pressure at Cruise and only slightly lower
pressures at Approach and Idle. The selected pressure at SLTO is set at injector
inlet conditions at SLTO and at the critical pressure at the other three conditions.
At SLTO and Cruise, the minimum temperature is the critical temperature. At
Approach and Idle, the minimum temperature corresponds to point b in Fig. 2.
The calculated throttle inlet (vaporizer exit) temperature at SLTO is equal to the
minimum required temperature because SLTO is the vaporizer design point. At all
other (off-design) conditions, the calculated throttle inlet temperature which was
obtained in the output of the heat exchanger computer program is above the minimum
value.
The throttle exit pressure listed in Fig. 25 is equal to the compressor discharge
pressure plus injector pressure drop. The exit temperature was determined from
thermodynamic considerations, e.g., Fig. 2 (p.'4). At SLTO the throttle is
wide open and there is no temperature drop. At the other conditions, the tempera-
ture drop across the throttle is quite small, as would be expected from the increasing
level of throttle inlet temperature; a higher temperature brings the fuel vapor
closer to an ideal gas which has no temperature drop during throttling (Joule-
Thompson coefficient - zero, Ref. 21). It can be seen that the throttle exit
temperature at off-design conditions exceeds the minimum required (dew point)
temperature which is point a on Fig. 2.
It might appear that the throttling process does not involve much flash vapori-
zation because at high engine power (Cruise) the operating conditions (P 1 and P2)
are near the tip of the dome in Fig. 2 and at low power (Idle) the calculated
temperature indicates that the fuel is in the vapor state upstream of the throttle.
However, the design work accomplished on the vaporizer system to date must be
considered as preliminary; as the design more closely approaches a hardware stage,
other operating conditions will be investigated and other operating modes might
be selected for the conditions that have been examined. As previously stated, the
table in Fig. 25 shows that the vaporizer inlet (auxiliary burner exit) gas
temperature is constant at three of the engine power settings. A lower gas tem-
perature might be desirable at lower fuel flow to reduce the vaporizer wall temperature.
It will be shown later that metallurgical considerations favor low wall temperature.
If a lower gas temperature were assumed, the calculated throttle inlet fuel tem-
perature would be closer to the minimum temperature.
The injector pressure drop values are different for the dual stage combustor
than the single stage. It was assumed that the dual stage has 50 percent more
injectors than the single stage. For the same pressure drop, therefore, the dual
stage injectors have a 10 percent smaller diameter. The dual stage injectors have
a higher pressure drop at Approach and Idle because 1/3 of the ports are closed.
It can be seen that the vaporizer exit temperature, which is labeled Bleed
Air to Turbine, is considerably below Compressor Discharge temperature. This is
the result of cooling with fuel along the counterflow paths in the heat exchanger.
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The combination of low temperature and high pressure make the air a better coolant
than conventional cooling air bled directly from the compressor. The result is
improved engine performance which will be discussed in a later section.
Scheme 2
As shown in Fig. 1, the main components of Scheme 2 are a preheater and the
vaporizer. The preheater extracts heat from compressor bleed air and the vaporizer
Is integral with the walls of the engine combustor.
Preheater
The design of the preheater followed the same methods described previously
for the heat exchanger in Scheme 1. The three heat exchanger cores which included
two with finned tubes and one with plain tubes were used in calculations of outlet
fuel temperature for various combinations of length, width, and depth. The com-
pressor bleed airflow was fixed at 4.55 percent because, at the resulting outlet
temperature, the exit airflow is suitable for turbine cooling.
The heat exchanger calculations showed that the two cores containing finned
tubes gave nearly identical heat exchanger volumes. Plain tubes appear to be more
favorable for this application. The air-side pressure drop for the core of the
final design is 1.6 percent of the inlet pressure. The fuel-side pressure drop is
4 atm which is a small fraction of the capability of standard engine fuel pumps.
The overall dimensions of the heat exchanger are shown in Fib;. 26. The results of
the heat exchanger calculations are shown in Fig. 27.
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Vaporizer
Vaporization of the fuel takes place within the cooling channels of a fuel-
cooled main engine combustor. Combustor wall cooling was examined for two versions
of an LPP combustor, i.e., a single stage, and a dual stage. The single stage
combustor requires variable dilution airflow which is controlled to maintain an
equivalence ratio of 0.6 in the burning zone. The dual stage operates on the
primary stage at low fuel flow and on both primary 4nd secondary stages at higher
fuel flow. In the dual stage, the equivalence ratio was assumed to vary linearly
between a minimum of 0.36 and 0.60 au shown in Fig. 24. As the overall equivalence
ratio is increased above 0.26, the secondary stage is turned on, the primary equiva-
lence ratio is reduced, and both stages operate at the same equivalence ratio.
A conceptual representation of the two-stage combustor is shown in Fig. 23.
The fuel flows circumferentially along the combustor wall in a rectangular channel
which has a radial dimension of 0.63 cm and an ovr!rall axial dimension of 112 of
the axial length of the wall. The channel has a n,imber of radial partitions to
produce suitable structural rigidity. The fuel paths are sha ,-rn in Fig. 28. The
fuel enters t'.! witer distribution manifold through the burner case near the aft
end of the combustor, flown circumferentially again to the collector manifold.
It can be seen in Fig. 28 that the fuel channels of intermediate and inner walls
are fed from the forward end of the combustor to the first passage where the circum-
ferential flow begins.
Steady-Star.,.e Operation
A schematic diagram of the component arrangement for operation with either a
single stage or dual stage combustor is shown in Fig. 29. Also shown are the
steady-state operating parameters for the four engine operating conditions which
include SLTO, cruise, approach, and idle. Transient operation and altitude relight
are discussed in later sections.
In the dual stage combustion concept, it is desirable to locate: the fuel con-
trol for metering the primary and secondary fuel flow in a deposit-free environment.
Therefore, the preheater was split into a dual-stage unit (Fig. 29), which can be
a single component with two sets of passages. Each stage supplies fuel to portions
of the combustor walls which are dedicated to the vaporization of fuel feeding the
primary and secondary injectors. When only the primary fuel is flowing, the inter-
mediate wall between the primary and secondary combustion zones (Fig. 23) is cooled
by fuel flowing in passages on the primary side. There are also passages on the
secondary side of the intermediate walls for cooling with fuel when the secondary_
stage is active. All of the compressor bleed air is used in a single preheater
during primary-only operation. When the secc:4dary fuel is turned on, the flaw
sputter is actuated to split the bleed air between the two preheaters; secondary
fuel leaving tike second preheater is fed to fuel passages on the secondary side of
the combustion zone.
The combustor wall temperature along the fuel path varies as the fuel tvmpt-ra-
ture increases. Calculated wall temperatures at tale four E 3 engine operation con-
ditions are listed in Table 9.
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FIG. 29
EXTERNAL VAPORIZER - FUEL SYSTEM DIAGRAMS
SCHEME 2 - TWO-PHASE
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Table 9
COMBUSTOR WALL TEMPERATURE, K
SLTO 765 - 1070
Cruise 630 - 760
Approach 610 - 770
Idle 570 - 800
The potential use of the turbine inlet guide vane walls as sources of heat
was also investigated as an alternative to cooling the combustor walls. It was
found that although the surface area of the vanes is only about one-fifth of the
combustor surface area, the gas-side heat transfer coefficients at the vane sur-
faces produce a much greater heat flux in the turbine inlet guide vanes. It was
found that the existing E3
 surface area would yield about half of the heat required
for fuel vaporization_. An extension of the vanes approximately 7.6 cm along the
engine axis into the combustor would be necessary to supply all of the heat. To
use this approach, however, the fuel passage size must be kept very small in order
to produce the high fuel side heat transfer coefficients needed to offset the high
gas-side coefficients. Calculations based on a passage size of 0.5 cm resultedn
a wall temperature of 1480 K which is considered to be excessive.
The performance of the components in Scheme 2 at four E 3 engine conditions is
shown in Fig. 29. A comparison of the second group of data with the first group
indicates that the compressor bleed temperature is decreased by 330 K in the pre-
heater. Therefore, the bleed flow leaving the preheater is valuable for turbine
cooling. The third group of data indicate that the fuel temperature leaving the
combustor wall cooling passages is always higher than the minimum temperature required
for complete vaporization.
Scheme 3
As shown in Fig. 1, the main components of Scheme 3 are an intercooler, a
pump, an auxiliary burner, and a mixer. The mixer is the fuel vaporizer in which
fuel is sprayed into preheated air at an equivalence ratio much greater than stoichio-
metric. The preheated air is the vitiated product of the auxiliary burner. Be-
cause this air is returned to the main engine combustor, the air pressure must be
boosted by the pump to make up the loss in the auxiliary burner. The intercooler
is used to cool the bleed air in order to minimize the pump size and horsepower
requirement.
Mixer-Vaporize r
The design of the mixer-vaporizer is based oil
	 concept that fuel and
heated air at all 	 ratio considerably above stoichiometric (7-13) can
be mixed rapidly enough to produce a homogeneous, vaporized mixture without
reaching chemical equilibrium. Although the temperatures associated with chemical
equilibrium are acceptable, soot can be produced in considerable concentrations
(as shown in Fig. 39). Local conditions must also be considered because locally, the
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vapor fuel-air ratio encompasses the entire range from zero to the final rich value
including stoichiometric. Autoignition in the region near stoichiometric must be
avoided because severe overheating could result. Mixer-vaporizers have been in
limited use in aircraft engines, but experience to date has been with units producing
in the order of 15 percent vaporized fuel while the unit in Scheme 3 is expected to
produce 100 percent vaporization. There is some evidence to support the possibility
that air can be added to the fuel during the vaporization process without producing
soot. Data were reported in Ref. 3 from experiments in which air was added to fuel
over a range of equivalence ratio'from 15 to 30. The fuel was vaporized in elec-
trically heated tubes without the formation of soot deposits.
The mixer-vaporizer is a round, constant-area duct. The fuel is fed into
the duct with a uniform distribution of small droplets and the length of the duct
is calculated to provide sufficient residence time for complete fuel vaporization.
Length and residence time are a function of droplet size, inlet temperature, mixer
diameter (gas velocity), and hot gas flow. Design calculations were made at SLTO
for a range of these parameters and the effect of inlet temperature is shown in
Fig. 31, the effect of diameter is shown in Figs. 32 and 33, and the effect of hot
gas flow is shown in Fig. 34. It can be seen t'..at length and residence time are
strong functions of droplet size and it will be important to produce droplets in
the order of 50 u diameter. The inlet air temperature was chosen to be 1255 K
in order to permit use of high-temperature nickel-based alloys like Hastelloy X.
The duct diameter was chosen to be 8.9 cm.
It was found that unlike Schemes 1 and 2 where bleed airflow was held constant,
the required length for mixing and residence time in the mixer were essentially
constant when the bleed velocity instead of the airflow was held constant at all
of the E 3 conditions. A summary of mixer operation at the four engine conditions
is contained in Table 10.
Table 10
PERFORMANCE OF 8.9 cm MIXER
SLTO Cruise Approach Idle
Inlet Gas Velocity, m/sec 37 37 37 37
Air Floe, % 2.86 2.75 2.39 1.95
Mixer .ength, cm for Droplet
Sizes:
50P 7.0 7.0 7.0 5.7
75P 12.0 13.3 14.6 14.6
120u 29.3 30.5 31.8 36.9
Residence Time, msec for
Droplet Sizes:
50 ,0 3.8 4.1 3.5 3.4
75u 7.7 8.4 7.3 7.4
120P 17.8 18.8 16.5 18.2
Exit Temperature K 735 745 845 885
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Auxiliary Burner
The auxiliary burner airflow and exit temperature in Scheme 3 is the same as
in Scheme 1. Therefore, the auxiliary burner diameter was selected to be 9.4 cm
and the length, 19 cm. The altitude relight conditions are also the same for
Scheme 3 as they are for Scheme 1; therefore, a dual-orifice pressure atomizer can
be used to satisfy all of the operating conditions.
Air Pump
The bleed air pump is a scaled version of a centrifugal air compressor pro-
duced by the Hamilton Standard Division of United Technologies for aircraft cabin
air conditioning. For the purpose of analysis, it was assumed to operate at 24,000
rpm, which is considered to be within the state-of-the-art in gearbox design. The
impeller diameter and the required drive horsepower are shown for the two inter-
coolers and for no intercooler in Fig. 35. These results are based on a bleed
airflow of 3.7 percent. Airflow has a direct effect on required horsepower and a
small effect on impeller diameter, as shown in Fig. 36.
Intercooler
The intercooler analysis was based on the use of plain tubes which were found
to result in compact heat -xchangers in Schemes 1 and 2.
Two sizes of intercoolers were analyzed, and the results of the analysis are
shown in Table 11. T'ie analysis accounts for the deposit thickness that is expected
to be present on the intercooler walls after 100 hours.
Table 1.1
INTERCOOLER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Intercooler 1	 Intercooler 2
Core Volume, m3 0.0046 0.0019
Exit Air Temp., SLTO, °K 610 710
Exit Fuel Temp., SLTO, 	 °K 450 385
Fuel Deposit Thickness, mm
SLTO 0.03 0.009
Cruise 0.003 0.001
Approach 0.001 0.0005
Idle None None
Intercooler 1 might be capable of several thousand flights between cleaning.
Intercooler 2 can be used almost indefinitely without cleaning.
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Steady-State Operation
It can be seen in Fig. 37 that the component arrangement with a dual stage
combustor includes a single intercooler and pump. This arrangement is possible
by assuming that the into;cooler will not foul the fuel control which allows metering
the fuel to the two combustor stages at a point downstream of the intercooler. Two
mixers are required because a flow splitter would contain recirculation regions where
deposits would form.
The second set of values in Fig. 37, which are intercooler discharge tempera-
tures, refer to the performance anticipated with Intercooler 2. The airflow rates
shown in the third set of values are based on a constant velocity of 37 m/sec. Other
velocities can be used to alter the equivalence ratio since it is believed that the
equivalence ratio can affect the tendency to form soot.
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FIG. 37
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PACKAGING
The relative shapes of the engine compressor and burner cases and the fan duct
usually create a space for packaging engine components such as the gearbox, fuel
control, fuel pump, oil cooler, oil tank, fuel lines, bleed ducts, etc. Although
this space in production engines does not leave room for large additional components
such as the heat exchangers and auxiliary burners described in this report, major
modifications in development engines could create the necessary space. Assembly
drawings of the E 3 engine indicate that external fuel vaporization components can
fit around the high compressor and burner cases i space is allowed for them while
packaging other components. Artistic views of the component arrangements for the
three Schemes are shown in Figs. 38 to 40.
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WEIGHT
Weights of the components of the three schemes were estimated in order to
provide input for the ranking of the individual schemes. In two of the three
schemes, the heat exchanger is the heaviest component and the heat exchanger shell
weight is more than twice the tube weight. The reason for this lies in the rec-
tangular cross section of the heat exchanger. Since the shell is a pressure vessel
that is exposed to 31 atm at SLTO, the rectangular shape is not structurally ideal
for this purpose. The rectangular shape was chosen because it is a straightforward
way of attaining the multipass cress-counterflow arrangement that results in a
minimum heat exchanger volume. Further detailed design effort might produce a heat
exchanger flow arrangement with a lighter shell.
The estimated weights of the components are listed in Table 12.
Table 12
ESTIMATED FUEL VAPORIZATION SYSTEM WEIGHTS, Kg
Scheme 1
Vaporizer Tubing 23.0
Vaporizer Shell 72.7
Vaporizer Manifolds 2.5
Auxiliary Burner 3.8
Connecting Lines 2.8
Total 105
Scheme 2
Preheater 36.0
Added structure in combustor 24.5
Connecting Lines 2.6
Total 63
Scheme 3
Intercooler 13.2
Air Pump 30.0
Combustor 3.6
Mixer 1.5
Connecting; Lines 4.0
Total 52.3
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Engine performance was evaluated with the assumptions that the cooled air
leaving the heat exchanger in Schemes 1 and 2 was effective in reducing overall
turbine cooling airflow requirements. Scheme 3 had no redeeming features to
offset the effect of the air pump power requirement. In evaluating engine perfor-
mance, the core size and airflow were essentially unchanged and the fan size was
revised for a different airflow. Two app,^-oaches concerning the cooling airflow
were taken. In the first approach, the total turbine cooling airflow was reduced
and the combustor exit temperature was held constant. In the second approach,
the total turbine cooling airflow was held constant and the combustor exit temperature
was allowed to increase.
Reduced Turbine Cooling Flow
The use of precooled turbine cooling air with a constant engine core size
permits the reduction of total cooling air flow. Cooling flow is ;ultimately mixed
with the main core flow resulting in a loss of turbine efficiency. Less cooling
flow results in less turbine efficiency loss and a reduction in specific fuel con-
sumption. Less cooling flow results in an increase in available turbine power which
can be used to increase the air flow through the fan. More fan flow results in
more thrust. Table 13 contains a summary of the changes in engine operating para-
hieters and performance.
Table 13
PERCENT CHANGES IN PERFORMANCE WITH REDUCED TURBINE COOLING FLOW
Scheme 1 2 3
Design
Turbine Cooling Air - 2.1 - 2.9 None
Bypass Ratio + 1.9 + 2.8 None
Turbine Efficiency + 0.25 + 0.35 None
SLTO
Thrust + 2.0 + 2.5 - 0.30
Specific Fuel Consumption - 0.25 - 0.50 + 0.10
Max Cruise
Thrust	 + 1.4	 + 2.1	 0,1
Specific Fuel Consumption	 - 0.30	 - 0.50	 Nona
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Increased Combustor Exit Temperature
Precooled turbine cooling air with a constant engine core size permits an
increase in combustor exit temperature if the total cooling air flow remains con-
stant. Higher combustor exit temperature increases the overall cycle efficiency
which results in an increase in available power. The power can be used to increase
the airflow through the fan and more fan flow results in greater thrust. In the
E3
 engine which incorporates a single stage turbine operating at a supersonic
Mach number, the higher combustor exit temperature reduces the expansion ratio and
increases turbine efficiency. The result is a reduced engine specific fuel
consumption. Table 14 contains a comparison between the effects of reduced turbine
cooling flow vs. increased combustor exit temperature on an engine with a Scheme 1
fuel vaporization system.
Table 14
COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO DESIGN APPROACHES
Reduced Cooling	 Increased Exit
Design
	 Flow	 Temperature
Turbine Cooling Air,	 - 2.1
	 None
Combustor Exit Temperature, K
	 None	 + 80
Bypass Ratio, %
	
+ 1.9	 + 12
SLTO
Thrust, %
	 + 2.0	 + 10.3
Specific Fuel Consumption, %	 - 0.25
	 - 0.9
Thrust, %	 + 1.4	 + 10.3
Specific Fuel Consumption, %
	 - 0.30	 - 0.5
It can be seen that both approaches result in an increase in thrust. The
thrust change in the second approach is substantial, and the corresponding weight
change (for the fan) is much smaller. As a result, allowing an increase in the
combustor exit temperature results in a 3.3% reduction in thrust/weight ratio. A
more substantial engine study in which the core size of the engine is varied would
show that the thrust/weight ratio and thrust can be traded against the weight
penalty of the Scheme 1 external fuel vaporization system.
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TRANSIENT RESPONSE
An external fuel vaporization system can affect both the acceleration and
deceleration characteristics of an engine because the temperature of the heat
exchanger varies with changes in engine flows and temperatures. Discrete incre-
ments in time are required to vary the heat exchanger temperature. To distinguish
whether the time increments have a deleterious, beneficial, or inconsequential effect
on the engine would require the addition of a heat exchanger performance algorithm
to the engine transient response calculation. The scope and scheduling constraints
of the present program dictated the need for an alternative approach to judge the
relative effect of the three schemes and the possible impact on the external fuel
vaporization system on engine response.
The method employed in the transient response evaluation was to examine in
detail the critical components of each of the three schemes during acceleration
from idle to SLTO. The internal engine parameters during a normal transient for
a typical modern jet engine were normalized and divided into several time incre-
ments. These parameters included fuel flow, equivalence ratio, steady
-state heat
exchanger exit temperatures, etc. Two of these parameters are shown in Fig. 41.
For Schemes 1 and 2, the time required to proceed from steady
-state conditions
affecting the heat exchanger ( flows, temperatures, and pressures) at the beginning
of an increment to steady state conditions at the end of the increment was deter-
mined. The acceleration response time was defined as the sum of these incremental
times. For Scheme 3, the mixer length and residence time required for 100 percent
vaporization were calculated at each o f
 the time increments and compared with the
required length and residence time at Idle and SLTO.
Scheme 1
Heat exchanger performance calculations during the acceleration transient did
not converge in some of the increments and the cumulative response time was not
considered to be reliable. Previous studies had indicated that failure of the
solution to converge was caused by the shape of the deposit formation vs. tempera-
ture curve shown in Fig. 13. Convergence was obtained by changing the shape of
the curve to the modified and monotonic shapes and the cumulative response times
depended on the selected curve. A summary of the results is shown in Table 15.
Incremental calculations were also made to determine the heat exchanger res-
ponse time during engine deceleration. The engine power change that was chosen
incorporated a range from maximum climb power to idle; such a variation could
exist during an emergency shutdown. A constant heat exchanger gas-side inlet
temperature of 1145 K was used as in the previously reported steady-state design
calculation.
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Table 15
RESPONSE TIME DURING ACCELERATION, SEC
Standard Coke Curve
No Coke
Modified Coke Curve
As-designed Heat Exchanger
100 Percent Larger
Monotonic Coke Curve
4.5 (did not converge)
1.8
4.1
2.0
6.7
Two of the input parameters for the deceleration calculation are shown in
Fig. 42. During deceleration, the standard deposit formation curve produced con-
vergence and there was no need to vary the shape of the curve. The results of
the deceleration study indicated that the sum of the incremental response times
was 1.9 sec.
The absolute value of the heat exchanger response time should not be considered
to be a simple addition to the engine acceleration and deceleration transients.
For instance, Fig. 41 shows that the heat exchanger is actually cooled during
acceleration and full engine power might be achievable even if the heat exchanger
temperature is still in transient. The calculated response times can probably
be considered as a maximum possible perturbation on the conventional engine transient
response. The actual perturbation can only be determined using a calculation in
which the vaporization system is integrated with other engine components during
the transient.
Scheme 2
In Scheme 2, the heat exchanger in which the fuel is vaporized is the combustor
wall and it was used for the calculation of the acceleration transient response
time. In the first two time increments, the response time was reasonable; in sub-
sequent increments, the response time was unacceptable. At some time increments,,
calculations indicated that the state of the fuel at the heat exchanger outlet was
a vapor; but at other time increments, calculations indicated that liquid was pre-
sent. The result of the calculations during acceleration are found in Table 16
where the incremental response time is shown for each of the increments.
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Table 16
SCHEME 2 ACCELERATION RESULTS
Time Increment, sec
	 Incremental	 Fluid State
Response Time, sec
0 -- Vapor
1.0 0.8 Vapor
1.5 0.4 Vapor
2.0 58 Liquid
3.0 27 Liquid
5.0 73 Liquid
7.0 27 Liquid
Engine acceleration with Scheme 2 is not feasible and considerable modification
would be needed before a scheme of this type could be considered for external fuel
vaporization.
Scheme 3
In Scheme 3, the fuel is vaporized by mixing it with a hot gas. By comparison
with vaporization in a heat exchanger, where a change in wall temperature takes
seconds, the process can be considered instantaneous. However, it is important
that instantaneously, there is sufficient length and residence time to produce
complete vaporization of the droplets. Droplet vaporization calculations were
made during the acceleration transient and the results are shown in Table 17.
It can be seen that instantaneous performance at all the transient time incre-
ments used in the calculation can be accomplished by a slightly longer mixer than
required for SLTO.
Table 17
SCHEME 3 MIXER REQUIREMENTS FOR 50 u DROPLETS
Time Increment
	
Required Vaporizer Length, cm	 Required Residence
Time, msec
0 (Idle) 6.4 3.4
1.0 7.6 3.6
1.5 7.6 4.4
2.0 7.6 5.4
3.0 8.9 5.4
5.0 7.6 4.4
7.0 7.6 4.5
m (SLT"' 7.6 4.3
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GROUND START AND ALTITUDE RELIGHT
It is desirable to start an LPP combustor on vaporised fuel because the addi-
tion of a liquid fuel startup system could compromise the combustor geometry,
complicate the fuel distribution system, and add weight to the engine. The external
vaporization system can produce vaporized fuel if there is a supply of sit for the
hot-side of the heat exchanger in Schemes 1 and 2 or mixer in Scheme 3 and if this
air can be heated. Heating of the Air in Schemes 1 and 3 which contain auxiliary
burners is relatively straightforward in comparison with Scheme 2 where heat is
supplied by the main engine combustor.
Ground Start
Startup on the ground with Schemes 1 and 3 can be accomplished with the com-
ponents illustrated in Figs. 38-40. When the engine rotor is cranked by the
starter, the fuel pump can provide sufficient flow to the auxiliary burner. Since
air starters are often used for cranking, the air can be directed into the external
vaporization system, first to the auxiliary burner ana then to the heat exchanger.
In Scheme 1, the air can be diverted overboard during startup if the pressure loss
in the turbine cooling passages is prohibitive. In Scheme 3, the air pressure at
the starter discharge must be sufficient to drive the mixture of air and vaporized
fuel through the main engine fuel injectors.
With Scheme 2, the heat required for vaporization is normally supplied by the
main engine combustor and special provisions must be made during startup to supply
the heat. A possible approach is the use of an auxiliary burner for heating starter
discharge air which is then directed to the hot-side of the preheater. If the pre-
heater is correctly sized, the engine startup fuel flow can be vaporized in the pre-
heater in scheme 2.
Altitude Relight
At altitude relight, the fuel pressure is 0.34 atm and the dew point of the
fuel is 495 K. In Scheme 1, a heat exchanger exit temperature of 585 K is required
to produce a throttle exit fuel temperature equal to the dew point. Restart at
altitude might be possible for Scheme 1 with the components in Fig. 38 if an
adjustment in the predicted E 3 engine fuel flow is made. The predicted fuel flow
is based on restart of a liquid-fueled burner which requires a high overall fuel-
air ratio. A high fuel-air ratio strains the performance capability of the heat
exchanger and requires a considerable increase in compressor bleed airflow as shown
in Table 18 which contains the results of the heat exchanger analysis. Also shown
in Table 18 is the effect of reducing the main combustor fuel flow to lower equi-
valence ratio values.
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Table 18
SCHEME 1 FUEL TEMPERATURE AT ALTITUDE RELIGHT
Targ3t Fuel Temperature a
 585 K
Compressor	 Engine Combustor
Bleed, %	 Overall Equivalence Ratio	 Temperature K
2.85 As Predicted 435
3.50 As Predicted 460
4.25 As Predicted 1► 95
2.85 1.0 490
2.85 0.75 545
2.85 0.63 585
It appears that in Scheme 1, the required heat exchanger fuel flow can be obtained
with a reasonable value of airflow and at a fuel flow that represents an acceptable
engine combustor overall equivalence ratio.
In Scheme 2 which does not include a throttle valve, the required fuel tempera-
ture is equal to the dew point of the fuel which is 495 K. Scheme 2 at altitude,
however, has no source of heat for restart. An auxiliary burner is required to heat
the bleed air and permit the preheater to act as a vaporizer. During r--Mart, the
cold combustor walls must be bypassed because the fuel would be condtased in the
cooling passages. Immediately upon restart, the fuel meat be switched back to the
combustor walls for cooling. The required switching of the fuel paths "%akes this
restart method unacceptable because of its impact on engine reliability. A satis-
factory method of altitude restart with Scheme 2 was not devised.
Restart at altitude should be possible for Scheme 3 with the components in
Fig. 40. Calculations were made to determine droplet vaporisation rates in :ho
mixer using the airflow that corresponds to the velocity (:s -1 m/sec) used in	 u-
ating the mixer performance at the four steady-state i: 3 :onditions (Fig. 37). 	 e
fuel flow corres p onds to the value that is predicted for the E 3 engine at altitude
relight ronditiris. The results are shown in Table 19 alon& with the mixer per-
formance at the SLTO deign point.
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Table 19
SCHEME 3 CALCULATED MIXER PERFORMANCE
Altitude Relight	 SLTO
Inlet Gas Velocity, m/sec 37 37
Airflow, % 5.3 2.86
Length, cm
50P 8.9 7.0
120, 45.7 29.3
Residence time, msec
5011 9.7 3.8
12011 52.5 17.8
Exit Temperature, K 535 735
The required mixer length and residence times at altitude relight conditions with
predicted E3 engine fuel flow are considerably greater than the SLTO design values.
Length and residence time can be reduced by reducing fuel flow to a more reasonable
value as shown in Fig. 43.
The calculations made to investigate altitude relight with Scheme 3 were based
on using the auxiliary air pump to boost the bleed air pressure. The increased
pressure is needed to make up the auxiliary burner pressure drop and the pressure
drop of the fuel-air mixture passing through the main engine fuel injector. It is
not known if the air pump can obtain shaft power during engine windmilling.because
of possible competition from other devices such as aircraft hydraulic pumps.
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FIG. 43
EFFECT OF FUEL FLOW ON SCHEME 3 MIXER AT ALTITUDE RELIGHT
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METALLURGICAL REQUIREMENTS
A review was made of repot::d data describing the effect of wall material on
deposit formation. In references that appear in Appendix A, it was found that most
of the data are in agreement, particularly regarding low deposit rates with aluminum,
titanium, and nickel and high deposits with copper. Inconel 600, Hastelloy C, and
type 316 stainless steel showed low deposits. The high deposit rate found with
L-605 might have been due to the presence of large amounts of cobalt. Carbon steel
produced high deposits, but the cause is not evident; perhaps surface impurities
were a factor. One of the tests that was run with type 304 stainless steel showed
high deposit levels while another had low levels. It is possible that the surface
condition on one of the tests, perhaps resulting from a manufacturing process, was
responsible for the high deposit rate. There was no mention of any inspection or
cleaning procedure in the reports.
Because sulfur was found on the walls of tubes used in fuel vaporization experi-
ments (Ref. 20), sulfur corrosion must be considered to be a potential problem.
Early tests in that program appeared to show slight indications of intergranular
attack in type 304 stainless steel tubes. Later data obtained when the air tempera-
ture was maintained at 920 K maximum, the fuel temperature at 750 K maximum and the
wall temperature at 810 K maximum indicated that intergranular corrosion was no_
present. It appears that a 304 SS wall exposed to fuel at 810 K and cleaned with
air at 920 K will maintain its structural integrity.
Carburization of the substrate can occur when fuel is passed over a hot metal
wall containing chromium and chromium diffuses to the surface. The chromium
is combined with carbon and when the layers of chromium carbide become thick enough,
differential expansion that accompanies thermal cycling results in spalling. Fresh
surfaces are then exposed and the chromium carbide formation can continue until
the material is destroyed. Wall thinning, pitting, and complete failure were experi-
enced in unreported tests (Ref. 22) with Inconel 600 and Inconel X (15.5 percent Cr)
at wall temperatures between 1000 and 1400 K.	 It appears that the wall temperature
must be kept below approximately 900 K to avoid carburization.
The heat exchanger calculations indicated that the wall temperature can be
mairtained at 800 K when the fuel temperature is 700 K and the deposit thickness
is less than 0.003 cm. When the deposit thi.ckncss is allowed to grow to 0.02 cm,
the wall temperature can exceed 1000 K. A temperature of 1000 K can be tolerated
from the standpoint of material strength but to be safe from corrosion-erosion
problems, the temperature limit is probably close to 800 K.
A candidate material for the vaporization system heat exchanger is Hastelloy X
which is a ntckei-base alloy containing 15.5% Cr and 16% Mo. This material has
excellent high-temperature yield, rupture, and creep strength, and it can be welded
and brazed using established procedures. A candidate tube braze is AMS 4777, a nickel-
base material suitable for furnace, induction or resistance brazing. The brazing
process for this material is AMS 2675 and the brazing temperature is 1310 K.
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FIRE SAFETY
Fire safety requirements for an external fuel vaporization system were investi-
gated by reviewing installation manuals for two wide-bodied aircraft and the Code
of Federal Regulations covering airworthiness standards for transport aircraft and
aircraft engines, and discussing fire safety with a PWA design engineer experienced
in nacelle interface problems. It was determined that a typical wide-bodied aircraft
has three sensors located at critical positions in the engine nacelle. Each sensor
has two elements for redundancy and can sense a change in temperature of less than
20 K. Each engine has two fire bottles, each containing 3 Kg of Freon which can
flood the pylon and engine cowling spaces. It appears that the current fire detec-
tion and extinguishing methods may be adequate for use with external fuel vaporiza-
tion systems if suitable safety precautions are taken. Heat shields must be
installed between components of the system carrying hot gases and the engine com-
pressor and burner cases. These components include the vaporizer in Scheme 1 and
the mixer in Scheme 3. All lines carrying fuel must be shrouded and the space
between the lines and the shrouds must be vented overboard. Additional weight must
be added to the values in Table 12 to account for these precautions.
IIV
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MAINTENANCE
Some components of the external fuel vaporizer will require a rigorous maintenance
schedule while others are not likely to require any significant maintenance. The
components and their maintenance requirements are listed below:
Scheme 1
Auxiliary Burner - Inspection and repair at frequencies comparable to
present liquid-fueled engine combustors.
Heat Exchanger	 - Cleaning of deposits at 100 hour intervals.
Throttle Valve	 - Cleaning of deposits at 100 hour intervals.
Engine Vapor Fuel Manifolds and injectors - Same cleaning requirements
as heat exchanger and throttle valves.
Scheme 2
Preheater - Cleaning of deposits at 100 hour intervals.
Engine Combustor Walls - Cleaning of deposits at 100 hour intervals.
Rigorous mechanical inspection for cracks at
frequent intervals.
Scheme 3
Intercooler - Inspection during engine overhaul.
Air Pump	 - Inspection during engine overhaul.
Auxiliary Combustor - Inspection and repair at frequencies comparable
to present liquid-fueled combustors.
Mixer - Inspection during engine overhaul.
The principle maintenance problems are the cleaning of Scheme 1 and 2 heat
exchangers and the inspection of the Scheme 2 fuel-cooled engine combustor which
operates in a particularly hostile environment. Pyrolytic cleaning of fuel deposits
with hot air has been demonstrated in the experimental program reported in Ref. 20.
It is expected that cleaning can be done in-situ by supplying an external connection
in the fuel system where hot air generated on the ground can be introduced.
The experimental program reported in Ref. 20 was carried out to measure the
deposits obtained while heating and vaporizing No. 2 fuel oil. The tests were run
using concentric stainless steel tubes, 2 m long by 0.65 and 1.6 cm dia, respectively.
Number 2 fuel oil was pumped through the Lnner tube and heated by high-temperature
air which flowed through the surrounding annulus. Upon exiting frog; the heated
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tube, the gaseous fuel passed through an orifice that simulated an engine fuel
injector, and was finally condensed in a water-jacketed, pressurized tank.
The basic test conditions included a hot air inlet temperature of 920 K and a
fuel exit temperature of 760 K. The fuel flow rate was 2.3 kg/hr and the airflow
rate was 11 kg/hr. The effectiveness of air in removing deposits was investigated
by passing heated air over deposits already formed. Several tests were conducted,
each with a separate heated tube and at different conditions, as shown in Table 20
below.
Tab"..,,-.	 20
HEATED TUBE EXPERIMENT
TEST CONDITIONS
Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 6
50 Hrs 50 Hrs Heating 50 Hrs
Mode heating Followed by Heating Cyclic Cyclic Cyclic
30 Hrs Cleaning
Heating Air Temperature, (K) 920 920 920 920 810 810
Fuel Exit Temperature, (K) 760 760 760 760 640 640
Fuel Pressure, atm 1 1 20 20 20 20
Cleaning Air Temperature, 	 (K) N.A. 920 N.A. 920 810 730
To study vaporizer performance under conditions representative of continuous
engine operation, a test duration of 50 hrs was selected. The heated tube (Tube 1)
was sectioned after testing and examined to determine the extent of fouling. A
separate tube (Tube 2) was used for 50 hrs of vaporization time followed by 30 hrs
of cleaning time. Heated air for cleaning flowed through the tube at a rate of
4.5 lb/hr. Tube 1 was examined after 50 hrs of operation at a fuel pressure of
1 atm. It was found to contain a black, hard, brittle deposit which gradually
increased in thickness as the fuel progressed along the tube. The deposit thick-
ness reached a maximum of 0.025 cm at approximately 80 percent of the tube length
and then began to decrease. The composition of the deposit was analyzed using an
electron microprobe, and the major elements were found to be carbon and sulfur.
Iron, silicon, copper, and oxygen were among the minor constituents. Tube 2 was
examined after zhe cleaning cycle was complete. Photomicrographs indicated that
the deposit vas removed and electron microprobe analysis showed that the major sur-
face constituents were iron, silicon, copper, oxygen and chromium. Increasing the
fuel pressure to 20 atm resulted in the formation of a black, soft, sooty deposit
prior to cleaning (Tube 3). The amount of deposit accumulated appeared similar to
that obtained on Tube 1; however, it could not be displayed by metallographic pro-
cedures because the deposit was smeared while the Specimen was being mounted and
polished. The orifice surface was also covered with a deposit.
Intermittent engine operation was studied by testing over 10 complete cycles
consisting of a 6.5 -hr vaporization period followed by a 0.5-hr cleaning period.
This test resulted in the formation of a red deposit on the internal surface of
the tube which subseq uent analysis showed to be free of carbon and sulfur
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(Tube 4). In addition, microscopic examination indicated that the orifice was free
of these deposits. With the fuel exit temperature at 640 K and the cleaning air
temperature reducid to 810 K, it was found that the surface (Tube 5) was free of
carbon but a yellow deposit which contained sulfur could be seen on the surface.
A further reduction in the temperature of the cleaning air to 730 K resulted in the
reappearance of carbon in the deposit (Tube 6). Although sulfur was also a major
element in the deposit, the quantity of sulfur removed from the fuel was negligible.
The sulfur content of fresh fuel and the condensate were both determined and found
to be approximately equal.
The results of the deposit formation and removal tests indicate that deposits
will form on heated surfaces at a rate that will require frequent cleaning. Clean-
ing of Jet-A deposits must be done at intervals of approximately 100 hours. Deposits
can be removed in a few minutes if the surface is heated to a temperature of approxi-
mately 800 K in the presence of a flowing airstream. Although the tests did not
indicate any deleterious effects on the tubes, long time operation with deposit-
cleaning cycles has not been demonstrated.
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CONCEPT COMPARISON AND SELECTION
The three concepts were evaluated in terms of the important requirements imposed
on an engine. The evaluation was made by assigning a scale value to each of the
three concepts to cover individual engine needs and requirements. The scale generally
covered the range 0 to 10. The scale limits had the following meaning:
Zero	 Unacceptable
	
5	 Good
	
10	 Outstanding
The comparative performance of the three Schemes was reviewed and evaluated with the
help of a number of consultants from PWA/CPD. The results of the evaluation are
shown in Table 21.
Table 21
EXTERNAL VAPORIZER EVALUATION SUMMARY
Scheme
	 1	 2	 3
Engine Performance 10 10 3
Weight
	
(including engine) 4 4 2
Controls 3 5 4
Startup 3 1 4
Dynamic Response 5 0 5
Engine Maintenance 2 1 4
Engine performance was evaluated with the assumptions that the E3 engine core
was fixed in size and the cooled air leaving the heat exchangers in Schemes 1 and 2
was effective in either reducing overall turbine cooling airflow requirements or
increasing the combustor exit temperature. As a result,,an increased thrust up to
10 percent, a reduced specific fuel consumption up to 0.9 percent, and an increased
thrust/weight ratio up to 3.3 percent can be obtained with the proposed schemes.
These results indicate that the weight of components in Schemes 1 and 2 can be
traded against reduced engine weight if the engine core is allowed to vary. Because
of these possible improvements a weighting factor value of 10 in engine !erformance
and 4 in weight were given to Schemes 1 and 2. In Scheme 3 the horsepower required
to drive the air pump imposes a small reduction in engine performance and the weight
of the vaporizer cannot be redeemed.
Ground startup with Scheme 2 is possible only by the addition of more components
to either heat the compressor bleed air or facilitate a liquid fuel ignition capa-
bility in the lean premixed-prevaporized combustor. Altitude relight of Scheme
is considered to be impossible. Furthermore, it was determined that Scheme 2 is
operable only at steady state conditions and engine acceleration is impossible
without additional components. 'Therefore, Scheme 2 is not considered to be feasible
for an aircraft engine.
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Although Scheme 3 might appear to have some advantages over Scheme 1, the
current need for reduced fuel consumption and the potential of Scheme 1 to provide
substantial improvements in engine performance weighed heavily in the selection of
the recommended appraoch. It was concluded from the performance reviews that if an
external fuel vaporization system is needed to supplement a lean, premixed pre-
vaporized combustion approach, the practical problems of startup, dynamic response,
and engine maintenance could be overcome and are secondary to the projected improve-
ments in specific fuel consumption. Scheme 1 is therefore the preferred concept
for external fuel vaporization.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study indicate that an external vaporization system can be
devised for an E 3-type engine with hardware of reasonable size. The hardware can
be packaged without increasing the total engine volume and the system is not unduly
complex. Potential gains were found in engine performance in terms of reduced
specific fuel consumption and improved engine thrust/weight ratio. The thrust/
weight improvement can be traded against vaporization system weight. However, the
beneficial effects on engine performance are found in a vaporization system such
as Scheme 1 which is subject to fouling with deposits formed at the walls exposed
to heated fuel. These deposits can be removed by pyrolytic cleaning at reasonable
temperatures but cleaning will increase the complexity and cost of aircraft mainten-
ance.
Future effort should include the measurement of critical temperature and pres-
sure for Jet-A and future aircraft fuels. The deposit forming tendency,including
deposit rate and deposit thermal resistance of aircraft fuels undergoing heating
to their critical temperatures and beyond,should be verified. Deposit cleaning
requirements,including time and temperature,should be established for Jet-A and
future aircraft fuels. Vaporizer system analysis should be continued to include
the range of fuel properties anticipated for future fuels.
Altitude restart and dynamic response of the engine will also be affected by
the characteristics of an engine wit'i an external fuel vaporizer. Vaporizer model
development effort must be expended to produce the required performance of the
vaporizer itself and to assure that the engine meets the steady-state and dynamic
requirements imposed by the aircraft. The analysis of engine performance should
be continued in order to establish the tradeoffs between thrust, engine size,
specific fuel consumption and Scheme 1 characteristics such as bleed airflow and
component weights. Further study of dynamic response should be carried out to
ascertain that either the limitations on the engine are minor or they can be
removed in normal engine development. Altitude relight fuel flow requirements
of a lean, premixed-prevaporized combustor should be reviewed to determine whether
an external fuel vaporization system can supply the required fuel.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
C 
p
Specific Heat, cal/g-K
f Friction Factor
9
2	 2Gravitational Acceleration, M/sec , ft/sec
G Mass Velocity, Kg/m2_sec
h Heat Transfer Coefficient, BTU/hr-ft 2_F
H Heat of Vaporization, BTUIlb
K Thermal Conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-F
Nu Nusselt Ntu.ibor
P Pressure, Newtons/M2
AP Change in Pressure, Newtons/m 2
Pr Prandlt Number
Re Reynolds Number
T Temperature, K
AT Temperature difference, K
X Vapor Quality
AZ Change in Axial Dimension, m
Absolute Viscosity, lb/hr-ft
3Density, Kg/m , lb/ft3
0 Surface Tension, lb/ft
Subscripts
B Bulk
BP Bubble Point
DP Dew Point
EFV Equilibrium Flash Vaporization
TBP Initial Boiling Point
1-0 Isothermal
SAT Saturation
T Total, liquid plus vapor
V Vapor
W Wall
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APPENDIX A
Summary of Literature Survey
SUMMARY
A literature survey was conducted as part of the program. Information was
sought regarding the properties of Jet-A fuel including thermodynamic and thermal
stability data and heat exchanger design principles covering single phase and
two-phase fluids. Sufficient information was found for the conceptual design
and analysis of heat exchangers and to identify areas where additional data
are needed. A summary of the survey included the physical properties of Jet-A
fuel, fuel deposit formation and removal, two-phase fluid mechanics including
heat transfer and dynamic stability, and heat exchanger design data.
DATA SOURCES
The literature survey was conducted :vainly by a computerized retrieval from
the files of the Lockheed DIALOG and the DOE RECON collections. The DIALOG files
that were searched included NTIS, Engineering Index, ISMEC (Institute. of
Mechanical Engineers), and Chemical Abstracts. A number of bibliographies from
documents and text books obtained though the retrieval were also searched.
Additional searches were conducted in the published papers of the international
Heat Transfer Conference, in Advances in Heat Transfer, and in the ASME Journal
of Heat Transfer. Personal files of UTRC workers in the field of fuel deposit
formation were also reviewed. Approximately 3000 citations were examined during
the survey and about 150 were found to be informative.
A-1
PROPERTIES OF FUEL
Some useful tables of properties of Jet-A such as density, viscosity, thermal
conductivity, vapor pressure, specific heat, and enthalpy are contained in Ref.
1 * Many useful properties of petroleum fractions and fuels are also contained in
Refs.2 and 3 and a very comprehensive, though dated collection of fuel properties
was presented in Ref. 4. Measured fuel properties determined by ASTM procedures
for a thorough statistical sampling of fuels are contained in Ref. 5 (issued
annually) and the analysis of a few samples of fuel collected world—wide is
found in Ref. 6. A comprehensive collection of calculation procedures, working
curves, and nomograms is contained in Ref. 7 for the determination of thermodynamic
and transport properties of liquid and vapor fuel including critical temperature
and pressure, enthalpy, density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, vapor pressure,
specific heat, and surface tension. A comparison of some of the common properties
of fuel obtained from various sources is shown below.
Properties of Fuel
Reference	 Fuel	 Specific Gravity at	 Viscosity at	 Specific Heat at
100 F (311 K)	 100 F (311 K)	 100 F (311 K)
cs	 cal/gr - K
1	 Jet A	 0.809
	
1.27	 0.508
2	 Jet A-1	 0.810	 1.02	 -
2 	JP-5	 0.790
	
1.26
	
0.482
4	 JP-5	 0.811	 1.34	 0.485
5	 Jet A	 0.792	 1.23	 -
7	 Jet A	 0.795	 1.20	 0.500
Three distillation procedures, ASTM D86, TBP (True Boiling Pont) and EFV
(Equilibrium Flash Vaporization) are described in Ref. 8. They must be used
with care because none of them fit the full boiling range in the external fuel
vaporization process where the liquid is in equilibrium with all of the vapor
produced in the heat exchanger. ASTM D86 distillation is carried out with
continuous removal and condensation of vapor and the final boiling point is
of no value to the external fuel vaporization problem. TBP distillation is
performed with physical separation of a large number of fractions and neither
the initial nor the final boiling points are pertinent. EFV is done with liquid
in equilibrium with vapor but the initial boiling point is in error because it
is not measured until considerable vapor has been produced.
* References for Appendix A begin on page A-13.
Typical values for the boiling point of Jet A at atmospheric pressure are
as follows;
Comparison of Boiling Points
ASTM D86	 RFV
	
F	 K	 F	 K
Initial Boiling Point	 355	 442	 378	 465
Final Boiling Point	 512	 540	 455	 508
A plausible approach to external fuel vaporization is the use of ASTM p86 for
the initial boiling point and RFV for the final boiling point. They can be
obtained by using the data of Ref. 5 in the procedures of Ref. 7.
Procedures for extrapolating some of the properties of fuel fractions as a
function of pressure are found in Ref. 8.10. A relation between fuel surface
tension and temperature is described in Ref. 11. Background information on the
evolution of fuel specifications, fuel characteristics and fuel Additives can
be found in textbooks Ref. 12-16.
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THERMAL STABILITY AND DEPOSITS
A number of sources contain deposit formation rates and deposit thickness
measurements. Data from four of the sources which reported test durations of
4-100 hr are summarized below.
Deposit Formation Rates
Temperature Temperature Deposit Rate
Reference Fuel F K uglcm2-hr
17 Jet A 500-700 533-644 20-350
1 Jet A 1000.1200 811-922 100
18 Jet A 700 644 100
19 JP-5 700 644 200
20 No. 2 oil 500-600 533-589 500
These and other data surveyed in a previous program are contained in Ref. 21
which was summarized in Ref. 22.
The process of deposit formation involves the oxygen present is the fuel as
dissolved gas or in chemical form which enters into reactions with hydrocarbons
to form radicals. These intermediates form higher molecular weight materials
that usually contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen. Although
the exact mechanism has not been defined many of its aspects are discussed in
Ref. 21 and 23. Further theoretical treatment can be found in Ref. 24-26.
Fuel decomposition rates and subsequent deposit formation rates are a function
of temperature, pressure, velocity, composition, the physical state of the fuel,
the nature of bounding surfaces, and the gradients of temperature, concentration,
and velocity at phase boundaries. These variables affect not only reaction
kinetics but other processes such as diffusion, coagulation, and ultimately,
decomposition. Early evaluations of thermal fuel reactions are found in Ref.
27-32. The effect of temperature, which usually shows a peak value of deposit
formation rate in the vicinity of 500-700 F (533-644 K) was reported in Ref, t,
19, 20, 33 and 34. Pressure effects do not seem to be important with kerosene-
type fuels including No. 2 oil that do not contain volatile constituents. How-
ever, JP-4 fuel showed a distinct increase in deposit formation at low pressure
in the temperature region where boiling occurs (Ref. 35). Experiments were
reported in Ref. 36-38 in which the extent of pyrolysis in liquid and vapor
states was determined and oxidation products were identified for a hydrocarbon
during vaporization and in the liquid state. Recent experiments reported in
Ref. 39 showed that deposit formation rate was a function of Reynolds No. over the
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range 600-10,000. These results indicate that diffusion is an important step
In the formation of deposits. Additional effects of velocity were reported in
Ref. 34 and in unpublished data that were reported in Ref. 21.
An increase in the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the fuel greatly
Increases the deposit formation rate (Ref. 1, 17, 29, 40, 41) . Mant •
 sulfur,
nitrogen, and oxygen compounds also increase deposit formation (Ref. 42-47).
According to Ref. 47, thermal stability depends in part on the chemical nature
of the hydrocarbons. Chain branching and alkyl substituents on rings were
found to increase deposits while monocyclic hydrocarbons showed better behavior.
The effect of wall material was reported in Ref. 1, 23 and 34. Most of the
data are in agreement, showing that copper causes high deposit formation rates
while aluminum, titanium, and nickel produced low rates of formation. Deposit
rates on stainless steel were usually low except for one case where a high rate
was encountered. Such anomalies in published data indicate that it may be
necessary to ascertain the condition of a surface (impurities, cleanliness) in
order to produce reliable data on the effect of wall material.
Unpublished data that were reported in Ref. 21 indicated that metal contaminants
in the fuel have a deleterious effect on thermal stability of fuel. A concentra-
tion of only 0.01 ppm of elemental copper substantially affected the results in
a fuel coking test. Unfortunately, it was also found that when exposed to copper
walls, JP-5 has a high attraction for elemental copper. A concentration of 0.08
ppm of elemental vandium degraded thermal stability while 1 ppm or organometallic
vanadium as vanadium acetyl acetonate did not. Cadmium can migrate into the
fuel from plated sheet stock and increase deposit formation rate. Concentrations
of 0.5 ppm lead naphthanate and 1.5 ppm lead tetraethyl also increased deposit
rate. Iron, Rickel, and cobalt acetylacetonates in concentrations of 50 ppm
produced a deposit increase of 40 times that of uncontaminated fuel in tests re-
ported in Ref. 43. It was reported in Ref. 48 that most corrosion inhibitors
caused no measurable increase in deposit formation rate but those containing
phosphorus did increase deposit rate.
Deposits have been examined using scanning electron microscopy (Ref. 49)
where particles measuring 1000 A were found. Recently, using both scanning
electron and transmission electron microscopy, particle sizes as small as 15 A
have been noted (Ref. 39). The particles are arranged in coiled, chain-like
clusters and it is believed that deposits consist of layers of the clusters.
Both authors agreed that the deposits are formed in the liquid fuel and sub-
sequently accumulate on surfaces in randomly packed structures. An IR spectrum
of a fuel deposit reported in Ref. 39 was characterized by peaks representing
carbon-hydrogen bonds in both alkyl and aromatic configurations and by carbon-
oxygen single and double bonds.
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Deposit properties such as thermal conductivity and specific gravity can only
be implied from other observations. Two values of thermal conducitivity were
reported in Ref. 1, 0.11 and 0.55 BTU/hr-ft-F (0.19 and 0.95 w/m-C). Deposit
density was , reported to be 0.5-0.6 g/cm 3 . The author of Ref. 17 felt that a
thermal conductivity of 0.07 BTU/hr-ft-F (0.12 w/m-C) and a specific gravity of
1 g/cm3
 were representative of fuel deposits.
According to Ref. 50, improvements in fuel processing can improve the thermal
stability of fuel. Three of the many patents for improving fuel by processing
and by the use of additives for improving thermal stability are contained in
Ref. 51-53. Additional patents covering the use of additives in fuel to improve
oxidation resistance and thermal stability are listed in Ref. 54. Special fuels
like JP-6 and JP-7 (Ref. 40) produce lower deposit formation rates by comparison
with Jet A or JP-5.
Deposits can be removed by flowing hot air over the surface. The practice
described in Ref. 17 for measuring deposit formation rate consisted of a flow
of oxygen over a specimen contained in a furnace at 975 F (800 K). Right minutes
time was sufficient to remove the deposit. Cyclic experiments were reported
in Ref. 20 during which a cycle consisted of 5.5 hours of vaporizing No. 2 oil
and 0.5 hrs of flowing hot air. Electron microprobe results indicated that the
surface was clean when the air was at a temperature of 1200 F (922 K), trace amounts
of sulfur remained when the air temperature was 1000 F (811 K), and trace amounts
of both sulfur and carbon remained when the air temperature was 850 F (728 K).
A large group of Russian literature has appeared during the past ten years.
Some of it has been translated (Ref. 55) but most of it is still in Russian
(Ref. 56-68). Although the titles do not necessarily correspond to the content,
it does not appear likely that a great deal of new data can be found in the
Russian literature.
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The literature in two phase flow, which is very extensive, generally covers
four subjects: flow patterns, heat transfer, pressure drop, and dynamic
instability. Two excellent summaries of the principles and problems of forced-
flow, once-through boiling are contained in Ref. 69 and 70. Comprehensive text-
books on the subject of boiling and two phase flow are also available (Ref. 71-74).
One important feature of once-through boiling which is pointed out in the
literature is that complete thermodynamic equilibrium is not established at the
exit. Instead, a small quantity of liquid is carried in slightly superheated
vapor. Some attempts to dry the vapor have consisted of using swirl -inducing
inserts to centrifuge the liquid to the wall (Ref. 75), a rotating boiler (Ref.
76) and cyclona centrifuge (Ref. 77).
When two phases flow through the same channel, the gas usually flows faster
than the liquid. The liquid accumulates in the pipe and at some ratios of gas
to liquid flow, the surface of the liquid can become disturbed and the nature
of the flow can be affected. Observations were reported in Ref. 78 of many forms
of flow such as bubble, slug, plug, annular, stratified, wavy, and spray. Bound-
aries between the various regimes were drawn in terms of the ratio of gas and
liquid mass velocities and the physical properties of the two phases. An analysis
was presented in Ref. 79 in which some of the boundaries between flow regimes
were calculated using equations containing Froude and Weber Numbers in a form
that wap derived from forces acting on a typical liquid element.
A recent review of boiling heat transfer equations appeared in Ref. 80. For
nucleate boiling in forced flow situations, the equation suggested in Ref. 81
was recommended. This equation contains two parts: one part with a modifying
factor to a common grouping of dimensionless parameters describing macroscopic
convection and another part covering the microscopic agitation of bubbles. Other
equations that deserve consideration in nucleate boiling were reported in
Ref. 82-84. When tl.,^ heat flux becomes too high or the liquid mass velocity
becomes too low to sustain nucleate boiling, a transition to film boiling occurs
and the heat transfer coefficient is greatly reduced. Unfortunately, predictions
of film boiling are not reliable at this time. It was stated in Ref. 85 that
although work in this area has been going on for over 20 years and aver 200
correlations have been proposed, the film boiling problem is still not resolved,
even for relatively simple geometries.
Pressure loss during boiling is usually expressed (Ref. 86) as the sum of three
terms, gravitational, inertial, and frictional. Frictional loss is frequently
expressed in terms of the classic Martinelli parameter (Ref. 87). This dependence
has been described in detail in Ref. 88 for various combinations of laminar or
turbulent flow in the liquid and vapor. Both inertial and gravitational loss
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equations require a knowledge of the void fraction which depends on the slip
between the fast flowing vapor and the slower liquid. The calculation of void
fraction has been treated in Ref. 89-93.
Pressure loss across abrupt area changes including sudden expansion and con-
traction was treated in Ref. 94 and 95. Calculations of pressure loss in sudden
expansions by four methods were presented in Ref. 96. Measurements of slip in a
venturi was described in Ref. 97. Experimental measurement of the pressure losses
in manifolds including manifold-to-branch, branch.to-manifold and manifold-
across-branch losses were reported in Ref. 98. Included in that reference are
comparisons with single-phase manifold loss data.
A two-phase flow system has the hydrodynamic potential for instability be-
cause the system can exist in more than one state (mostly liquid or mostly vapor)
and an external energy source is available (pressure drop) to account for
frictional dissipation. An analogy is made in Ref. 73 to oscillation of a
mechanical system using the following equivalents:
Mechanical System	 Hydrodynamic System
Mass
	
Mass iiow rate
Exciting force	 Pressure drop
Spring	 Voids
Flow instabilities occur in forced circulation regimes in various ways:
1. Because a shift from mostly liquid to mostly vapor can occur in a vaporizer
over a range of flow rates, the pressure loss vs. flow curve has an S-shape
which can have multiple intersections with pump characteristic lines. Accord-
ing to Ref. 99, flow excursions of this type can be eliminates by changing
the head-flow characteristics of the system.
2. A large number of flow channels having common inlet acid outlet plenums can
have an instability in one or a few of the channels without a significant
change in the overall pressure drop because the flow can be redistributed
to a large number of other stable channels. It was concluded in Ref. 99
that the tendency for flow oscillations is reduced by an increase in the
pressure drop in the non-boiling portion of the flow or by an increase in
the system pressure level.
3. A single forced convection channel can exhibit two-phase flow oscillations
that are not associated with the pumping mode. Density waves are described
in Ref. 100 and they are characterized by a constant rate of vapor generation
and alternate expulsion of vapor and liquid at the exit of the channel.
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According to Ref. 101, an increase in pressure drop at the channel inlet
and a decrease in pressure drop at the channel exit can have a stabilizing
effect. A comprehensive treatment of density wave oscillations appeared
in Ref. 102. Density waves accompanied by thermal oscillations were reported
in Ref. 100 and they were stabilized by a heat flux reduction or flow rate
increase. An increase in pressure drop at the inlet can eliminate thermal
oscillations.
4. Chugging is a cyclic phenomena characterized by periodic expulsion of liquid
from the channel, sometimes from both ends. Expulsion is followed by reentry
of liquid and a period comprised of apparently normal behavior. According
to Ref. 101, the conditions for the occurrence of chugging are not well
understood. Nucleation characteristics, including wall properties, may lead
to the existence of a critical value of wall superheat.
Two-phase flow instabilities have been studied by a number of investigators.
Fundamental analyses are contained in Ref. 103-107, Experimental data that have
been reported include the effect of inlet restrictions (Ref. 108), effect of exit
restrictions and subcooling (Ref. 99, 109), measured flow oscillations in parallel
channels (Ref. 110) and instabilities involving variations in the internal two-
phase flow patterns (Ref. 106). Experimental data that agree with available models
for two-phase flow dynamics were reported in Ref. 1.11. A general review of analyses
and experimental data was presented in Ref. 112.
F__'
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HEAT EXCHANGERS
There are two comprehensive texts (Ref. 113 and 114) which are devoted to
methods for designing heat exchangers suitable for external fuel vaporization.
Heat exchanger design data are also contained in Ref. 115 and 116, and general
heat transfer texts that are useful in heat exchanger design are included in
Ref. 117-120. Useful design data consisting of comprehensive tables that describe
the characteristics of tubing and typical factors of fouling are contained in
Ref. 121. Recent heat exchanger core data for a single row, double row, and
triple row finned tube geometry are contained in Ref. 122. An analytical model
for the design of parallel flow, multi-stream heat exchangers and multi-section,
plate-fin exchangers was presented in Ref. 123. A new method of presenting heat
transfer data using dimensionless plots of heat transfer performance vs. pumping
power with a parameter called "flow length between major boundary layer distur-
bances" was discussed in Ref. 124. This method leads to the possibility of pre-
senting all surface geometries on a single, idealized plot.
According to Ref. 125, the shell side of baffled heat exchangers leads to
special design problems because the fluid mechanics includes a transition between
flow across tubes (between baffles) and flow along tubes (in the baffle window).
Leakage between the tubes and baffles and between the baffles and the shell add
further complications. A comprehensive treatment of the problem was presented in
Ref. 126 but this treatment relies on the availability of a large number of
empirical constants. A simple treatment for heat transfer and pressure loss is
contained in Ref. 120. However, a comparison which was reported in Ref. 125
between pressure loss and predictions made by four methods of calculation indicated
that the simple method of Ref. 120 gave losses with liquids that were 2--10 times
too high. The data comparison suggested that the method of Ref. 128 can be used
to calculate baffled shell side pressure loss with reasonable accuracy. A
presentation was made in Ref. 129 of shell side pressure drop in two-phase flow
including separate measurements for cross flow and window pressure losses and
some data on void fraction and flow patterns.
Heat exchanger performance. deterioration because of longitudinal conduction
was discussed in Ref. 130. The same author treated the problem of heat exchanger
performance deterioration due to flow nonuniform ity in Ref. 131. Heat exchanger
fouling, the effect of fouling on performance, and the design of heat exchangers
for fouling service were discussed in Ref. 132-134. Measurements of circular
fin temperature measurements which were reported in Ref. 135 indicated that high
heat transfer rates were present on the front half of the fins and poor rates on
the rear half. The use of a fin efficiency in heat exchanger design was questioned
because of the complex form of the measured temperature distribution along the
fins. The effect of artificial roughness on heat transfer and pressure drop in
bank of in-line tubes was reported in Ref. 136 and the effect of variations in
shell-side physical properties on heat transfer to a batik of tubes was discussed
in Ref. 137.
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Equations for the calculation of fuel-side heat transfer coefficients in
heat exchangers in cases of laminar or turbulent convection were presented in
Ref. 1. General equations for nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficients were
reported in Ref. 81 and for film boiling of fuel in Ref. 138. An equation for
heat transfer coefficient in super-critical fuel was presented in Ref. 139 and a
general treatment of heat transfer to near-critical fluids is contained in Ref. 140.
Heat Transfer Reviews and Bibliographies
The heat transfer literature is quite voluminous and it is fortunate that
reviews of the literature are published regularly. Heat transfer reviews appeared
annually in Industrial and Engineering Chemistry for the year 1953 (Ref. 141) to
1959 (Ref. 142). The annual review for 1960 was found in Mechanical Engineering
(Ref. 143), and since that time, it has appeared in International Journal of Heat
and Mass Transfer (Ref. 144). A bibliography of Soviet work appeared annually
in International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer from 1971 to 1975 (Ref. 145)
under one author and it is now being written by different authors (Ref. 146).
A bibliography of Japanese work was found under one author in 1972 (Ref. 147)
and from 1973 to the present (Ref. 148) it has been presented by another author.
Approximately 76 reports were published from 1948 to 1971 at Stanford
University on a number of subjects pertinent to the design of heat exchangers.
The final report (Ref. 149) consists of a bibliography of these reports and many
other reports and papers written on the subject of heat transfer at Stanford
during that period.
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FURL GASIFICATION
There have been recent efforts to produce vaporized fuel using heat that
is produced chemically rather than being transferred conventionally through a
heat exchanger. Work has been reported in Refs. 150 and 151 on a fuel gasifier
which uses gasoline and air in a partial oxidation reactor to produce a gaseous
product containing hydrogen, carbon monoxide, minor amounts of methane, carbon
dioxide and water, and nitrogen. Work was reported in Germany (Ref. 152-154)
on an autothermal, catalytic gasifier that has used diesel fuel without soot
formation at an equivalence ratio of 10. The term autothermal was chosen to
describe a process in which exothermal reactions between fuel and oxygen that
produce CO2 am H 2O are balanced by endothermic reactions in which the fuel
reacts with Cri 2 and H 2O to produce CO and H 2 . Marketing efforts have begun on
a process for vaporizing fuel in which superheated steam is mixed with diesel
fuel (Ref. 155). The reformed products are claimed to have properties which
permit their use with minor modification in gas turbines which are designed for
natural gas.
CONCLUSIONS
The literature search produced approximately 3000 citations of which about
150 were cor,sidered to be informative. The results indicate that suitable data
are available for the conceptual design and analysis of heat exchangers as re-
quired during the external fuel vaporization study. There are, however, some
areas where additional data will be neeied, particularly if the design and
development .,f hardware is being considered. These areas are as follows:
=. Somr; cf the detailed fuel properties required in various heat transfer
equations were calculated by procedures recommended in the literature.
These properties should be verified.
2. Many of the recommended heat transfer and pressure loss equations were
obtained for single-component fluids. Since Jet-A contains many components.
the design equations should be verified.
3. The estimated properties of deposits such as density and thermal cunductivity
are only approximate. They should be determined with greater precision.
4. Deposi. formation rates have all been determined for clean to hes. Deposit
formation for tubes that have been cleaned a number of times are unavailable.
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APPENDIX B
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
All three of the external fuel vaporization schemes required the design of
heat exchangers and one of the schemes required the design of a droplet vapor-
ization device. The analyses were performed using the three computer codes
listed below:
1. A steady-state heat exchanger program;
2. A transient response code based on (1);
3. A spray vaporization program.
The first two programs were applied to the heat exchangers employed in
Schemes 1, 2, and 3. The spray vaporization analysis was used only for Scheme 3.
Steady-State Heat Exchanger Deck
The steady-state heat exchanger deck provides a means to calculate the
fluid and wall temperatures, deposit formation, and pressure loss at various
points in the heat exchanger. The analysis is used for heat exchangers in
which one fluid behaves as a perfect gas while the other is assumed to be a
distillate fuel. However, the procedure is capable of treating wide variations
in heat exchanger geometry.
Methods of Solution
The geometry of each heat exchanger being analyzed consists of a macro-
structure and microstructure. For describing the macrostructure, the device
is divided into nodes of equal size as shown in Fig. B-1. The number of nodes
in each direction is selected by the user on the basis of the expected thermal
gradients from node to node. Within each node, conditions are assumed to vary
slowly. The nodes are connected for each side (air or fuel) of the heat exchanger
in one or more paths. (Two parallel air paths and one fuel path are indicated
in Fig. B-1.)To describe the microstructure of the design, each node is treated
as a miniature heat exchanger consisting of a tube bundle with external (air
Ride) fins. Plain tubes can be simulated by setting an input value of fin
area/total area to zero. The fuel may make multiple passes through the tube
bundles. The overall heat transfer coefficients for both the air and fuel
within the node are calculated from input tables and correlations. This micro-
structure defines for each nods° an equivalent single tube heat exchanger having
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equivalent heat transfer coefficients for both the air and fuel sides. Using
the concept of hydraulic diameter, the combustor wall utilised in Scheme 2 is
thus seen as a limiting case to the mica^structure concept.
The temperature distribution in both the air, fuel and tube walls of the
heat exchanger is calculated using a relaxation approach. The averaga temperature
for each fluid and the walls in each node estimated during the pre^Aous iteration
Is used to calculate the thermal properties of the fluids and wall, the amount
of deposit, and the heat transfer coefficients of each fluid. These parameters
are combined to yield an effective heat transfer coefficient N
eff (see below).
Since for a finned tube bundle, the areas available for heat transfer on the
air and fuel sides are not equal, this effective heat transfer coefficient is
arbitrarily referenced to the air side. With subscripts A and F denoting the
affair and fuel sides respectively, then the steady-state heat transfer rate in
the Kth node is:
OK t heNK AAK (TK - TFK)
	
(1)
The average fluid temperatures are functionsa of the heat transfer rate between
fluids. For example, the average air temperature in:
TAX = 112 ( TAWK' TAOUTK)	 (2)
and
TAOUTK = TA INK+
	 8K
(MA CPA)K
Necessarily, the inlet temperature for this node is the outlet temperature of the
previous node (or the air supply temperature if this is the initial node) for
the air path containing this node. Similarly for the fuel side,
^FK = II2 \TFINK 
T 
FOUTK	 (4)
and
TF	 - TF	 + OK
OUTK	 INK 
(MFCpF)	
(S)
K
_t should t,e noted that tue air in the air path containing the Kth node is
generally not flowing parallel to the fuel in the fuel path containing the
Kth node. In addition, thermal properties may be strong functions of temperature
(3)
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especially if a deposit is formed or if the fuel partially or completely
vaporizes (see next section).
At the beginning of each iteration, the outlet temperature for the last
node in each path on each side of the heat exchanger are compered with those
calculated during the previous iteration. If all outlet temperatures are within
a specified tolerance (typically 10 F), the iteration is terminated. Otherwise
the new average fluid temperatures together with the now wall temperatures are
used as the basis of the next iteration.
In addition to calculating the fluid and wall temperature distributions,
the program determines the amount of deposit formation and fuel vaporization as
well as the pressure loss in each fluid path.
Effective Hear-Transfer Coefficient
The effective heat transfer coefficient (heff) consists of the thermal
resistances of the air and fuel thermal boundary layers, the metal wall, and
•	 the deposit layer. Using the finned area on the air side as the reference area
(and omitting the subscript K for convenience), then the effective heat transfer
coefficient for the Kth node is:
1	 + 1W	 +	 tc	 +	 1
hefl " 
rtohe	 KW( AvbDI AA)	 Kt (AWID /AA) 	hF(AW-p /AA)
(6)
AIR	 WALL	 DEPOSIT	 FUEL
Four thermal resistances must be evaluated.
Air
For the air side of heat exchangers, tables have been prepared giving heat
transfer coefficient correlations in terms of the Stanton, ?randtl and Reynolus
numbers from which h  is calculated as described in the previous section. The
fin effectiveness (n o) and the heat transfer area (A A) are evaluated from
geometric factors and the nu-_hudology found in Ref. 1.* For the special case of
combustor walls, h  is detei-.,aed from a two-dimensional boundary layer analysis.
Wall
The wall thermal conductivity and thicknex q art evaluated from the inputs
to the program. The wall area is the juter surface area of the tube bank.
* References for Appendix B begin on page B-11.
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Depoait Laser
The deposit thermal conductivity is input to the program. The deposit
thickness is evaluated from a correlation of deposit thickness and wall (metal)
temperature. The heat transfer area is the inside (clean) surface area of the
tube bank.
Fuel
The fuel side heat transfer 
ar:.e
a, N , is the inside area of the tube
bank corrected for coke formation;
	
., He coke layer represents a reduction
in tube hydraulic diameter. The fuel heat transfer coefficient is evaluated
by one of several means depending upon the fuel quality and boundary layer state.
Tables of thermal properties as a function of fuel pressure, temperature
and quality have been prepared for Jet-A from the curves de , abed previously.
If the fuel pressure exceeds the fuel critical pressure or - ,he current value
of TF is less than the fuel saturation temperature, then the tuel is a liquid
and hB
 is evaluated from Equation 2 or 3 of the main body of he -eport; the
particular equation used will depend upon whether the pressure
	 eds the
critical pressure. If the fuel is a vapor (the fuel quality iE ­%icy), the
heat transfer coefficient is evaluated from a table derived from data in Ref. 1.
If the fuel is a mixture of liquid and vapor, then it is assumed that h 
is essentially infinite, an assumption often made in boiling heat transfer
problems and verified at typical heat exchanger conditions. There exists in the
code an alternative procedure to calculate a weighted average of the contributions
to hB
 from the liquid and vapor portions of the mixture as discussed in the
previous section; however, no essential differences in heat exchanger performance
were produced using this 1,)rocedure in comparison with the assumption that the
fuel heat transfer coefficient for the mixture is infinite.
Transient-Response Deck
The previous discussion was concerned with the determination of heat
exchanger performance for steady-state engine operating conditions. Changes
in steady-state engine operating conditions require a finite amount of time to
accomplish. Two factors are responsible for this time lag. First, inertial
effects impose a lag. For example, during engine acceleration the torque
imparted to the turbine by the hot gas stream is finite, and the change in
rotational speed of the engine is not instantaneous. Second, constraints may
be imposed on the engine fuel control to prevent the occurrence of certain
adv-ree behavior. For example, during acceleration, the rate of increase of
fuel flow must not be so large as to cause compressor stall.
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With a fuel system incorporating the heat exchangers discussed in this
report, an additional time lag may be introduced. For example, a finite amount
of time is required for the heat transfer surfaces of the heat exchanger to
adjust to each change in engine operating conditions during the transient.
Since some fuel is always within the heat exchanger, the temperature of fuel
and possibly the vapor quality delivered to the engine will vary from the
desired conditions which will, in turn, affect the engine transient. Necessarily,
this additional time lag must be sufficiently short.
The rigorous way to estimate the effect of the heat exchanger system on
engine transient response is to incorporate models for the proposed fuel system
schemes into an engine response analysis. 	 This was not feasible under the scope
and schedule of the present study. Instead, an alternative approach was used
which was accomplished by an adaptation of the steady-state heat exchanger com-
puter program. Snap acceleration and snap deceleration curves describing fuel
flow and airflow in a typical advanced Pratt & !'hitney Aircraft engine con-
figuration were obtained and these were non-dinensionalized to simulate the E3
engine. Discrete points during each transient were then selected. These points
constituted a set of desired steady-state operating points during the transient.
It was postulated that, for each time increment during the transient, additional
time would be required for the heat exchanger to reach the new steady-state
condition; that is, it was assumed that the engine could not reach the new
operating point until the heat exchanger reached its new steady-state condition.
The sum of all time lags due to the transient of the heat exchanger was called
response time lag. This is a conservative view since the engine may be able to
operate quite satisfactorily even if the heat exchanger has not reached its
new steady-state condition.
The adaptation of the steady-state heat exchanger code to the transient
response problem was based on the following analysis. It was assumed that the
engine transient is divided into a sufficient number of time increments such
that within each time increment conditions change in a step-wise manner. The
Kth element in the heat exchanger at time t has an average wall temperature
TWK ( t 1 ). During the transient from time t  to the time t 2 , the engine air
flow and fuel flow are assumed to change instantaneously. Initially, the wall
temperature remains at Tw ( t i )
 
but since the fluid conditions on either side of
the wall have changed to Ne time t 2 conditions, there is a heat transfer
imbalance, Q	 which will tend to change the wall temperature. Thus, atnet
t	 K
1
0	 ONETK (t i ) = hAK AA K TA  (t2)- TWK (t 1 ) -hFK AFK JTW K (t i ) - TFk 't2
) 	
(7)
NE
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Equation (7) is not exact since the average wall temperature is used whereas
a wall temperature gradient exists. However, since the transient analysis used
herein is only a first approximation to the more rigorous approach of integrating
an engine response deck with the heat exchanger deck this simplification appears
to be justified. At time t2 , the heat exchanger is assumed to be operating
in the steady state so that:
6NET K ( f2) = 0
	
(8)
Therefore, the average net heat transfer available for wall heating during the
interval ti to t2 is:
QNETK = 1/2 QNETK (tl)	 (9)
For the heat exchanger as a whole, the total net heat transfer rate is:
1
O NET - K QNETK	 (10)
.
The amount of heat absorbed by the walls of the Kth node in adjusting the
wall temperature from the steady-state value at t  to the steady-state value
at t2 is:
QABSK = M K CpK fiwK 
(t2 ) - 
TwK 
(ti)
	 (11)
For all nodes of the exchanger,
QABS - 7-
	
(12)
Letting z be the time lag in adjusting the heat exchanger steady-state from
conditions at t  to conditions at t2,
T i Q NET 2 QABS	 (13)
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Spray Vaporization Deck
To estimate the performance of the fuel evaporator designs considered in
the Schemes 3 system in which the fuel spray and hot gas are in intimite contact
with each other, the Spray Vaporization computer program was utilized. The
details of the model used in the earliest version of this code have been re-
ported previously (Ref. 2). In its application to the present problem, the
currant version of the code is not materially different from that earlier
formulation. in the next subsection, a brief summary of the analysis is
given. This is followed b y a subsection describing the application of the
model to the evaluation of the fuel evaporator.
Features of the Model
7 1
	
	 The model is applicable to both axisymmetric and two-dimensional (rectangular)
flows in which the radial components of droplet velocity have become negligible.
The flow field is divided into a number of streamtubes (the precise number is
dependent upon the arbitraril y-chosen initial gas-phase and liquid-phase profiles).
Within each streamtube, both the gas and liquid are treated in a one-dimensional
manner. Mixing occurs among the streamtubes for both phases due to the turbulent
exchange of mass, momentum and energy. The equations of motion include source
(or sink) terms that provide for the mutual interaction of the phases. For
exempla, the gas temperature will decrease as energy is extracted b y the liquid
phase for droplet heating and vaporization and vapor superheating, and, the
vaporisation rate will decrease as the vapor concentration in the gas phase
increases. The effects of swirl and radial pressure gradients are neglected
in the model but the effects of axial pressure gradients or changes in total
cross sectional flow area aria included.
If axial pressures gradients are ignored, then it is possible to write most
of the equations of motion used in the analysis in the form:
(14)
x
t%or the gaff phase, the parameter V, represents velocity, enthalpy, and specie
°	 mass fractions while m is the local gas phase flow rata. The quantities m' and
m' arcs the mass exchange rates between this strenmtube and the two adjacent
streamtubes; these rates are evaluated from the velocity gradient and eddy
viscosit y . For the liquid phase, V , represents dither the droplet velocit y or
antlialpv and m is the local liquid phrase flow rate. The exchange rates for
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the liquid are assumed to be proportional to the gas phase rates and the
droplet number density. For either phase, S0 is the source (or sink) of
The equations of motion are solved using a simple forward marching
procedure. The integration step -size (Ax) is chosen to assure overall
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The computer program includes
conservation checks (and other tests) to determine whether the step-size can
be increased as the solution marches downstream.
The source terms, S , represent the effects of droplet vaporization,
heating, and drag. The equations for droplet heat and mass transfer are
essentially those developed for single droplets (Ref. 3); however, the droplet
mass transfer equation has been modified to include the effect of the gas
phase vapor concentration on the vaporization rate. The vaporization rate
and the heat transfer rate require specification Pf a mass transfer coefficient
and a heat transfer coefficient, respectively. These are evaluated from
correlations developed by Ranz and Marshall (Ref. 4). The drag on the droplets
is estimated using drag coefficient correlations developed by Dickerson and
Schuman (Ref. 5).
Throughout a typical computation, the thermal properties of both phases
vary. The properties of the gas phase (such as its thermal conductivity,
molecular viscosity, and heat capacity) are functions of both temperature and
specie concentration; typically, a mixture of air and fuel vapor are considered.
These properties are evaluated for both the bulk gas and the film surrounding
each droplet in a manner similar to the recommendation of E1 Wakil, et. al
(Ref. 6). The liquid thermal properties are evaluated as a function of the
liquid temperature. For certain liquids representing a mixture of physically
similar components, a somewhat more elaborate procedure exists for calculating
the vapor pressure. For example, certain distillate fuel oils whose distillation
curves are known with some precision may be treated in this manner.
Evaluation of Fuel Vaporizers
In evaluating the fuel vaporizers considered for Scheme 3, a number of
simplifying assumptions were made. These assumptions are ,justifiable since
the results are adequate enough for comparing alternative designs, and, in any
case, component performance is only one factor in determining the best system.
It was assumed that the flow of both the gas and liquid phases were one-
dimensional and that the axial pressure gradient was negligible. (Independent
calculations indicated that the pressure gradient in the evaporator is small.)
Fuel properties were obtained from the literature for Jet-A. The fuel vapor
pressure was assumed to be a function of liquid fuel temperature only using
initial boiling point data obtained at various pressures. The use of the
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more elaborate vapor pressure model described above did not seem warranted
due to the large variation in reported distillation data for Jet A.
Several calculations were made with the computer program. These calcula-
tions covered a range of hot gas temperature and velocity, evaporator diameter,
and fuel-air ratio. Three outputs of the analysis were of primary concern.
The first parameter was the length required to achieve complete vaporization.
The second was the mixed flow exit gas temperature decrement from the initial
gas temperature. Finally, the residence time within the evaporator was of
interest since this must be short in comparison to the autoignition time for
the mixture.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A Area
Cp Heat capacity
h Heat transfer coefficient
K Thermal conductivity
m Mass
Q,q Heat transfer
S Source (sink)
t Thickness
T Temperature
X Axial position
n Effectiveness
T Time
Conserved quantity
Subscripts
A Air
ABS Absorbed
c Coke
eff Effective (overall) value
F Fuel
ID Inside diameter
IN Quantity flowing into element
K Index
NET Net amount
OD Outside diameter
OUT Quantity flowing out of element
w Wall
1,2 Successive time steps
(	 ) Average
C) Time rate of change
(	 )',	 (	 )" Adjacent streamtube values
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FIG. B-1
EXAMPLE OF MACROSTRUCTURE FOR HEAT EXCHANGER COMPUTER PROGRAM
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